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SUMMARY: 
The main objective of this thesis was to investigate the response of thin plates, made of Docol 600 DL steel 
and the aluminium alloy EN-AW-1050A-H14, subjected to blast loading. The intention was also to validate the 
use of the shock tube facility at SIMLab at NTNU, and to recreate the experiments by using non-linear FE 
numerical simulations. 
 
The material parameters were obtained by performing tensile tests of the two materials. An accurate material 
description was obtained by applying an inverse modelling method. To verify the pressure distribution in the 
shock tube, blast experiments were conducted and the exact pressures applied to the plate were measured. 
The results displayed a uniform pressure distribution subjected to the plate. After calibrating the pressure, 
component experiments were used to determine the structural response of the steel and aluminium plates.  
 
Different analytical techniques were used in order to predict the structural response of the plates. Due to a 
dynamic blast loading, idealizations and analytical solutions proved to be too inaccurate. Numerical non-
linear finite element simulations had to be introduced in order to solve the plate problem. 
 
The finite element program Abaqus CAE was used to provide a simple numerical model of the plates. The 
implemented blast loads were based on the Friedlander equation. Although several simplifications were 
made in the design of the plates, the numerical model provided efficient results with adequate accuracy. A 
parameter study was performed in order to investigate how different parameters in the numerical model 
influenced the response of the plate. The reflected peak pressure and the thickness of the plate proved to 
affect the structural response the most. 
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SAMMENDRAG: 
Hovedmålet med denne masteroppgaven var å undersøke responsen av tynne plater, laget av Docol 600 DL 
stål og aluminiumlegeringen EN-AW-1050A-H14, utsatt for eksplosjonslast. Hensikten var å validere bruken 
av den nye shock tuben ved SIMLab ved NTNU. I tillegg ble forsøkene gjenskapt ved bruk av ikke-lineære 
numeriske analyser. 
 
Materialparameterne ble utarbeidet ved å utføre strekktester av de to materialene. En nøyaktig beskrivelse 
av materialene ble oppnådd ved å anvende en invers modelleringsmetode. For å verifisere trykkfordelingen i 
shock tuben, ble det utført eksperimenter hvor det eksakte trykket på platen ble målt. Resultatet viste en 
uniform trykkfordeling på platen. Etter å ha utført kalibrering av trykket, ble eksperimenter i shock tuben på 
stål- og aluminiumsplatene utført. Responsen av platene ble deretter undersøkt.  
 
Det ble brukt flere analytiske metoder for å regne ut responsen av platene. Grunnet en dynamisk trykklast, 
ble disse metodene for upresise. For å løse plateproblemet måtte numeriske ikke-lineære element analyser 
bli tatt i bruk.   
 
Elementprogrammet Abaqus CAE ble anvendt for å fremstille en enkel numerisk modell av platene. Den 
implementerte trykklasten ble basert på en tilpassing av Friedlanderligningen. Selv om flere antagelser og 
forenklinger ble innført under modelleringen av platen, ga den numeriske modellen effektive og 
tilfredsstillende resultater. For å undersøke hvordan de ulike parameterne påvirket responsen, ble flere 
parameterstudier utført. Det reflekterte topptrykket og tykkelsen på platen hadde størst effekt på responsen. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Protection of engineering structures against blast loading has received a lot of attention in recent years. Such 

structures are often made of steel or aluminium plates. Steel is often preferred due to its combination of high 

strength, high ductility and good formability, resulting in an effective load carrying capability at a relatively 

low price compared to many other materials. During the last decades aluminium alloys have become 

increasingly more attractive for structural applications, particularly due to its relatively high strength to 

weight ratio. Since thin plates are frequently being used in engineering structures, it has become necessary to 

predict the structural response of such components exposed to blast loading. Computational methods are now 

available to predict both the loading and structural response in these extreme loading situations, and 

experimental validation of such methods is necessary in the development of safe and cost-effective protective 

structures. In this study blast experiments will be performed, and the data will be used for validation and 

verification of some frequently used computational methods involving blast loading. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES 
 

The main objective of the research project is to determine how thin steel and aluminium plates behave under 

blast loading, and to validate to which extent this can be predicted using computational tools.  

 

3. A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
 

The main topics in the research project will be as follows;  
 

1. A comprehensive literature review should be conducted to understand the blast load phenomenon, blast 

load design, shock tube facilities, constitutive and failure modeling of metallic materials exposed to 

extreme loadings, and explicit finite element methods. 

2. Tension specimens are extracted from the two materials (Docol 600DL steel and 1050A-H14 aluminium 

alloy) and tested in uniaxial tension using DIC to obtain the mechanical properties of the materials.  

3. Proper constitutive relations and failure criteria are chosen and calibrated based on the material tests. 

4. The SIMLab Shock Tube Facility will be used to expose the plates to blast loading, as an alternative to 

explosive detonations. The shock tube experiments will be used to investigate typical dynamic responses 

and failure modes of plated structures exposed to blast loading.  

5. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) will be used to measure the 3D transverse displacement fields of the 

plates in the shock tube experiments.  

6. Non-linear FE numerical simulations of the shock tube experiments will be performed, and the 

numerical results shall be compared and discussed based on the experimental findings.  
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Abstract

The main objective of this thesis was to investigate the response of thin plates, made

of Docol 600 DL steel and the aluminium alloy EN-AW-1050A-H14, subjected to blast

loading. The intention was also to validate the use of the shock tube facility at SIM-

Lab at NTNU, and to recreate the experiments by using non-linear finite element (FE)

numerical simulations.

The material parameters were obtained by performing tensile tests of the two materi-

als. An accurate material description was obtained by applying an inverse modelling

method. To verify the pressure distribution in the shock tube, blast experiments were

conducted and the exact pressures applied to the plate were measured. The results

displayed a uniform pressure distribution subjected to the plate. After calibrating the

pressure, component experiments were used to determine the structural response of

the steel and aluminium plates.

Different analytical techniques were used in order to predict the structural response

of the plates. Due to a dynamic blast loading, idealizations and analytical solutions

proved to be too inaccurate. Numerical non-linear finite element simulations had to be

introduced in order to solve the plate problem.

The finite element program Abaqus CAE was used to provide a simple numerical model

of the plates. The implemented blast loads were based on the Friedlander equation.

Although several simplifications were made in the design of the plates, the numerical

model provided efficient results with adequate accuracy. A parameter study was per-

formed in order to investigate how different parameters in the numerical model influ-

enced the response of the plate. The reflected peak pressure and the thickness of the

plate proved to affect the structural response the most.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Explosions can be caused by various reasons. It may be a consequence of military op-

erations or terrorist attacks. Accidental explosions may also arise due to incidents at

e.g. nuclear industries. Explosions can be extremely powerful and it can result in se-

vere structural damage. By understanding the nature behind blast loading, the design

of buildings can be accommodated to withstand shock waves and thereby reduce the

loss of human lives.

Traditionally, concrete has been employed when protecting structures against explo-

sions. A main drawback of this material is the massive weight and its inflexibility, lead-

ing to a more or less stationary structure. Due to these unfavourable features, the inter-

est of steel and aluminium plates has increased.

There has been an abundance of work performed on the field of blast loading. Previous

work includes full-scale testing with real explosions. Such research is both expensive,

difficult and time consuming. By introducing the shock tube as a testing facility, exper-

iments can be performed in a controlled environment.

In this thesis, shock tube experiments will be performed on steel and aluminium plates.

Validation of the pressure distribution will be conducted. In addition, investigation of

the pressure-time history is performed in order to see if the shock tube is able to rep-

resent real explosion behaviour. Subsequently, different analytical approaches will be

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

used to examine the response of the plate. The experiments will also be recreated using

the FE program Abaqus CAE. The structural responses will be simulated using a La-

grangian formulation and a simplified blast load description based on the Friedlander

equation. The numerical results will be compared with the experimental data. Finally,

parameter studies will be conducted in order to investigate how different parameters

influence the response of the plate.

A short overview of each chapter is given below:

Chapter 2 - State of the Art.

A review of previous experimental work within the field of blast loading is given. The

chapter is limited to research of square, clamped metal plates. The aspects of the shock

tube history is also presented.

Chapter 3 - Theory.

Blast related theory, material characterization and constitutive equations are presented.

Shock tube theory, forming limits and digital image correlation are briefly described.

Chapter 4 - Materials.

In addition to general theory about Docol 600 DL steel and the aluminium alloy EN

AW-1050-H14, calibration of the materials is presented.

Chapter 5 - Experimental Work.

An introduction of the shock tube used in the experiments is given. The experimental

setup and the calibration of the pressure are explained. The results are displayed in the

final section.

Chapter 6 - Analytical Calculations.

By use of theoretical approaches such as empirical modelling and analytical models,

the plate problem is investigated.

Chapter 7 - Numerical Study.

The experiments are recreated using the finite element program Abaqus CAE. A sensi-

tivity study is performed to find the suitable element size and to see if shell elements

2
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give satisfying results. Further the experimental results are compared with the corre-

sponding numerical simulations.

Chapter 8 - Parameter Study.

Different parameters are studied numerically to see how they influence the response

of the plate. Examples of parameters that are tested are the strain rate sensitivity, the

pressure distribution and the thickness of the plate.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

When performing scientific research it is important to get an overview over previous ob-

servations of similar studies. Since the field of blast loaded plates is wide, it is necessary

to narrow down the scope of interest. The laboratory research in this thesis involves

square, clamped metal plates, hence this will also be the main focus when presenting

former studies. However, other observations are introduced if necessary.

Preliminary discussion

The two main objectives when studying blast waves are:

• To describe the blast loading

• To describe the structural and material response

Full-scale tests are expensive and hard to validate since the test object and equipment

may be destroyed. By introducing the shock tube as a testing facility, the blast experi-

ments can easier be investigated. In order to replace real explosive testing with shock

tube experiments, it is important to verify that the experiments performed in the shock

tube corresponds to the pressure-time history of real explosions. However, it is ideal

to use finite element analyses to predict the outcome of an explosion. This is a more
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economic and time-saving solution. Experiments are necessary when validating the re-

liability and accuracy of the finite element results with experimentally obtained data

[1].

When performing numerical simulations, there are several alternatives regarding finite

element formulations. Both a Lagrangian and Eulerian finite element formulation may

be used when simulating the structural response due to blast loads [2]. However, both

of these methods have certain shortcomings. While the Lagrangian formulation is not

able to follow large distortions of the computational domain, the Eulerian approach

can handle these distortions but generally at the expense of precise interface definition

and the resolution of flow details. Consequently, a fully-coupled Arbitrary Lagrangian-

Eulerian (ALE) formulation has been developed to combine the best features of the two

finite element formulations. By using the ALE description, greater distortions of the

continuum can be handled while preserving the resolution of material interfaces.

During blast loading, interaction between the deformation of the structure and the mo-

tion of the fluid occurs [3]. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) must therefore be taken

into account when simulation blast scenarios. In order to solve a FSI problem effi-

ciently, the ALE approach may be applied. Ideally, all blast simulations should be car-

ried out using a coupled formulation. However, both the accuracy and the computa-

tional cost must be considered when choosing a suitable numerical approach.

2.1 Previous observations

In 1973 Menkes and Opat conducted a series of experiments utilizing sheet explosive

applied to clamped aluminium beams. By exposing the beams to high-intensity short-

duration transverse pressures, three damage modes were discovered. The failure modes

were classified as [4]:

Mode I: Large inelastic deformation

Mode II: Tearing (tensile failure) in outer fibres, at or over the support

Mode III: Transverse shear failure at the support

These failure modes were observed for circular plates by Teeling-Smith and Nurick [5]
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and for square plates by Olson et al. [6] and Nurick and Shave [7]. When studying the

response of the thin square plates, tearing was observed to start at the middle of the

boundary and then evolve along the boundary towards the corners. As a consequence,

Nurick and Shave found it necessary to make some additions to mode II by defining the

following modes,

Mode II∗: Tensile tearing at outer fibres over part of the support

Mode IIa: Complete tearing of the sides and increasing mid-point deflection with

increasing impulse

Mode IIb: Complete tearing of the plate and decreasing mid-point deflection with

increasing impulse

In 1988, Nurick and Martin [8] published an article containing a review of the dynamic

response of thin plates subjected to impulse loading . Since it is not desirable to repeat

the same information here, the review is from now on focus on experimental research

conducted after this period.

Experimental results for stiffened plates have been reported by Schubak et al.[9] [10]

and Scheleyer et al. [11]. Fully built in stiffened square plates were researched by Nurick

et al.[12]. The plates exhibited mainly mode I and only a few examples of mode II failure

as the load intensity increased . The same results were obtained when built in mild

steel quadrangular plates with different stiffener configurations were examined. The

findings of Yuen and Nurick [13] suggested that the stiffeners did not reduce the tearing,

but actually initiated it earlier.

In the experiments mentioned above, the plates were exposed to a uniform loading.

When Wierzbicki and Nurick [14] investigated the effect of a localized impulsive load-

ing, they discovered two distinct failure modes of the plates. While the first mode was

a formation of a disc with a diameter slightly larger than the diameter of the centrally

placed sheet explosive, the second mode was a tensile tearing fracture at the clamped

edge .

Rakvåg et al. [15] performed experiments on clamped steel plates with pre-formed

holes. The pre-formed holes were an idealization of a fragment loading, representing

the fragments perforating the plates. The results revealed that for low impulses, the
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holes did not degrade the structural resistance of the plates. It was found that the de-

crease in stiffness caused by the pre-formed holes, was compensated by a reduced load

area. Rakvåg et al. also discovered that both the size and shape of the holes influenced

the magnitude of the midpoint deflection.

Using finite element software, connections between experiments and numerical simu-

lations can be drawn. Jacinto et al. [16] researched metallic plates subjected to explo-

sive loads. In order to obtain guidelines to a numerical model, the same plates were

modelled in Abaqus. By comparing the results from the experiments with the simula-

tions, the accuracy of a variety of calculation methods was found. Jacinto et. al [16]

observed that selecting the appropriate number of vibration modes were crucial for the

accuracy of the dynamic behaviour of the analyzed structure .

Alia and Souli [17] performed an air blast simulation using Eulerian multi-material for-

mulations. To validate the approach, the numerical findings were compared with ex-

perimental results. They found the simulated pressure-time history and impulse to be

in accordance with the experimental results. From this, they concluded that the Eule-

rian multi-material method was an accurate approach to simulate explosions.

Olovsson et al. [18] introduced the corpuscular approach, a new procedure to de-

scribe close-range blast loading. Experimental research and numerical simulations in

the finite element program LS-DYNA were performed to study the differences between

the Eulerian and corpuscular approaches. The research indicated that the corpuscular

method could be a functional tool for simulating close-range blast loading on struc-

tures. However, some adjustments had to be made regarding the implementation in

LS-DYNA before the method was ready for use. Olovsson et al. [18] found the discrete

particle method to be numerically robust, relatively fast and easy to use.

Børvik et al. [19] simulated the structural response of a steel plate subjected to the com-

bined effect of blast and sand impact loading from a buried charge. The discrete parti-

cle method was used to model the load due to the high explosive detonation products.

Experiments with spherical 150g C-4 charges detonated at different stand-off distances

were then conducted on the same plates to validate the discrete particle method. The

results showed that the discrete particle based method gives a realistic prediction of
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the sand ejecta speed and momentum. In addition, good quantitative agreement was

found between the experimental data and numerical simulations [19].

Spranghers. et al [1] investigated the dynamic response of aluminium plates under free

air explosions. Simulations using a finite element approach were conducted and the re-

sults were validated with experimental data obtained from 3D digital image correlation.

The accuracy of the finite element results were examined by modifying certain param-

eters such as the element type, element size and integration method. Since transverse

shear strains only occurred in a small, localized area, it was decided that use of thin

shell elements were allowed when modelling the aluminium plate.

2.2 Shock Tube History

In 1860, Bernhard Riemann [20] investigated the basic principle of shock tubes. Approx-

imately forty years later, in 1899, the first shock tube facility was built by Paul Vieille [21]

with the intention to study the deflagration of explosive charges. It was the Austrian sci-

entist, Kobe [21], that developed the theory of origination of a shock wave.To be able to

study and visualize the invisible shock waves, Cranz and Schardin [21] developed an

optical system to record fast processes.

Around the 1940s, scientists started to study the flow in shock tubes and the applica-

tion of the shock tube was extended to pressure calibration and wave propagation. At

the same time, the British scientists Payman and Shepherd [21] wanted to solve the

problem of explosion danger in UK mines by utilizing the shock tube to investigate the

detonation processes. The shock tube was also used to perform research of hypersonic

gasdynamics.

Some years later, the shock tube was employed in the field of aerodynamics and shock

tunnels were developed [22]. In the 1950s, the first applications of shock tubes deriv-

ing high temperature chemical kinetic information were registered. By increasing the

temperature, it was possible to study a greater range of phenomenas in industrial pro-

cesses such as the aircraft industry [23]. About 20 years later, the shock tube along with

laser sources started research on species detection. By discovering multi-species time-
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histories, it was possible to provide a complete picture of fuel chemistry [24] [25].

Shock tubes have been developed in a wide range of sizes. Traditional shock tubes are

made from metal tubing. This leads to a heavy and costly machine that is difficult to

modify. By using plastic tubing instead of metal, Downes et al. [26] introduced a low

cost shock tube. By replacing the metal with plastic, the weight of the shock tube was

reduced and modifications of the tube were easier to achieve.

While conventional shock tubes are designed to test small objects, large blast wave sim-

ulators can accommodate heavy equipment such as trucks, tanks and helicopters. A

few facilities exist in Europe, e.g in the United Kingdom, Germany and France [21].

Today, the shock tube is a versatile instrument used in several fields, e.g. to investigate

blast load response [27], to develop renewable fuel sources [28] [29], to study nitrogen-

containing fuels, to conduct medical research [30] and within the field of astrophysics

[31].
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Explosions

In general, explosions are described as a rapid release of energy and volume change of-

ten followed by extreme destruction and heat [32]. The characteristics of the explosion

strongly depend on localization and the substance it travels through. Different types of

explosions are listed below,

• Mechanical explosions

• Chemical explosions

• Nuclear explosions

Mechanical explosions are caused by mechanical forces. E.g. a closed container with

gas heated until rupture. On the contrary, chemical explosions occur when one or

several substances have a chemically reaction and simultaneously produces a massive

quantity of gas with high temperature. E.g. a rocket that is easily detonated with a

flame. Nuclear explosions are caused by a fast nuclear reaction either by fusion or fis-

sion, releasing energy from highly-powered atomic bonds, or radiation on matter. A

nuclear explosion is significantly more powerful than both mechanical and chemical

explosions.
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How the explosions are processed and analysed are related to several factors. Initially,

it is dependent on the location of the explosion. Is the explosion over or under ground?

The processing is also related to the propagation of the blast wave. Does the blast wave

propagate in free space (external blast load) or in a limited space (internal blast wave)?

The explosions also depend on the substance they are travelling through, e.g. air or wa-

ter. To enhance the general understanding on how explosive loads propagate, relevant

theory is presented in the next sections.

3.1.1 Classification

Explosions can be classified by their nature in which they detonate or deflagrate. High

explosives (HE) detonate and produces a powerful blast wave driven by a chemical de-

cay in high speed, while low explosives (LE) deflagrate. LE generate a subsonic explo-

sion, while HE produce a supersonic explosion due to an explosive rate faster than the

speed of sound. The sensitivity of initiation is also a way of categorizing explosives,

where a primary explosive easier detonates compared with a secondary explosive. In

the end of the nineteenth century one of the more known explosives TNT (Trinitro-

toluene) was developed [33]. To easily compare different explosives, they can all be

converted into TNT equivalents. This is done by multiplying the charge mass of the

substance with a conversion factor based on the energy of both the TNT and the re-

spective charge. Some examples of HE with their conversion factors are displayed in

Table 3.1 [34].

Table 3.1: Conversion factors for explosives [34].

Explosive TNT equivalent
TNT 1.000
C4 1.340

RDX (Ciklonit) 1.185
Nitroglycerin (liquid) 1.481
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3.1.2 Explosion Processes

While the safety of an explosion depends on its thermal stability, the reliability is de-

fined by the thermal instability. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the initiation of a reaction

when the activation energy E is added. The substance decomposes to the yield of ex-

plosion until all the heat energy is released Q. For a primary explosive less activation

energy E is required to reach ignition. A commonly method to initiate a secondary ex-

plosive is with use of another explosive material. This leads to the creation of a high

intensity shock wave [35].

Reaction
Energy

Extent of
Reaction

E

Q

Finish

Start

Figure 3.1: Energy changes in explosive reaction[35].
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3.1.3 Blast wave

Blast waves are defined as the air wave set in motion by an explosion [36]. It includes

shock waves, sonic compression waves and rarefication waves. Blast waves are divided

into categories depending on how and when the energy is released in the explosion,

and the distance from the point of detonation. Figure 3.2 presents the pressure-time

histories of three types of blast waves. The composition of the different blast waves are

explained below,

i. A shock wave followed by a rarefication wave

ii. A shock wave followed by a sonic compression wave and then a rarefication wave

iii. A sonic compression wave and a rarefication wave

While category i is typical for strong explosions, category iii is characteristic for weaker

explosions.

i) ii) iii)

P(t) P(t) P(t)

t t t

Figure 3.2: Different types of blast waves [36].

There are several types of pressures that form during an explosion. While the static pres-

sure refers to the pressure level before the blast waves were formed, the dynamic pres-

sure is related to the motion of the blast waves. The dynamic pressure can be expressed

by using the flow velocity u and density ρ. The stagnation pressure is the pressure at a

stagnation point, thus any point in a flow where the velocity is zero [37]. Mathematically

it is the sum of the static- and dynamic pressure.

Pdynamic =
1

2
ρu2 and Pstagnation = Pstatic +Pdynamic (3.1)
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In addition to the static-, dynamic- and stagnation pressure, the terms side-on (inci-

dent) pressure Ps and reflected pressure Pr are important parameters. An illustration of

the side-on pressure and the reflected pressure is given in Figure 3.3. The side-on pres-

sure and the reflected pressure are measured perpendicular and parallel to the propa-

gation direction of the wave, respectively.

Shock wave Shock wave

Wall Wall

Pr

Ps

Figure 3.3: Side-on pressure and reflected pressure [36].
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3.1.4 Above Ground Explosions - Reflection Process

The angle of incidenceαI is an important parameter when discussing blast waves. IfαI

is 90°, there is no reflection and the surface is loaded by the side-on pressure. However if

0<αI <90°, there are two possibilities regarding reflection, i.e. regular or Mach reflection.

Regular reflection occurs up to a limiting value of αI [35]. According to Bulson [33] this

value is 45°, and when αI exceeds this threshold value, the Mach reflection takes place.

When the incident wave impacts the surface, a reflected shock wave is created. Since

this wave travels with a velocity that is greater than the initial shock wave, the reflected

shock wave overtakes the initial wave at what is known as the triple point. Here, a third

wavefront, called the Mach stem, is formed. An illustration of this event is shown in

Figure 3.4. Here, the Mach stem is given as a straight line. It is usually a fair assumption,

even though it is not always the case.

As observed in Figure 3.4, the Mach front increases as the distance from the charge

increases. If the triple point is established above the target, it can be assumed that

the target is exposed to a uniform pressure distribution. If the triple point is located

below the structure’s height, the pressure distribution needs to be adjusted. However,

it is important to know that assuming the target is only affected by the Mach front is a

simplification. To establish the blast exactly, it is necessary to use advanced numerical

simulations [38].

Target

αI

Ground surface

Incident wave

Mach front

Reflected wave

Path of triple point

Charge

Figure 3.4: The reflection process of above ground explosions [38].
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3.1.5 External Blast Loading

Figure 3.5a displays the blast wave pressure-time history for explosions in open air. An

assumption of this description is that the wave propagates without encountering any

obstacles. P0 is the ambient pressure, which is equivalent to the atmospheric pressure.

At time tA after the explosion, the pressure increases to a value P+
s + P0. This peak value

of overpressure is called the incident pressure. The pressure decreases to the ambient

pressure during the time T +. The time period between the peak value and the regained

ambient pressure is referred to as the positive phase. This state is followed by a negative

phase where the pressure decreases to its minimum point, P0 - P−
s , before increasing

and returning to the ambient pressure at time tA+T ++T − [39].

(a) Blast wave pressure-time history when
propagating in open air.

(b) Reflected blast wave pressure-time history
when encountering obstacles.

Figure 3.5: Pressure-time histories of external blast loadings [39].

If the blast wave encounters any obstacles that are not parallel to the direction of propa-

gation, a reflected pressure Pr is generated. Figure 3.5b displays the reflected pressure-

time history. By observing the figure, it is evident that the reflected pressure is of the

same shape as the incident pressure with an increase of the peak value. The form of

the reflected pressure depends on two variables, the incident wave and the angle of the

inclined surface. The duration however, depends on the size of the obstacle the wave

encounters.
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The mathematical description of the impulses due to the blast wave, are defined in

Equations (3.2) and (3.3) [39].

I+ =
∫ tA+T +

tA

[P(t)−P0]dt (3.2)

I− =
∫ tA+T ++T −

tA+T +
[P(t)−P0]dt (3.3)

3.1.6 Internal Blast Loading

Internal explosions occur inside a restrained area. The loading from such explosions

can be divided into two phases:

• The shock pressure phase

• The gas pressure phase

The first phase is represented by Figure 3.6. It presents the reflected shock waves that

appear due to the boundaries. The duration of this phase is short and depends on the

shock front velocities and the distance between the charge and the surface.

In the gas pressure phase, the blast environment becomes troublesome to define. As

reflected shock waves propagate, they are bound to collide with one or more of the

surfaces that define the given area. For every interaction between a shock wave and a

surface, a new reflected shock wave is developed. An increase in complexity also arise

due to the clearing effect [40]. In a corner of a structure, the pressure and the impulse

decrease to maintain continuity in the fluid domain. The gas pressure phase is also

called the quasi-static phase due to its relatively long duration. This phase is terminated

when the pressure decreases to the ambient level [38].
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Axes of
symmetry Ceiling

Explosive
charge

Pressure
distribution

Floor

Wall

Reflected
shock

Incident
shock

Figure 3.6: Shock reflections from walls during an internal explosion [38].

3.1.7 Ideal Blast Wave

The terms ideal or classical blast waves demand two requirements to be satisfied [39].

Primarily, the explosion must occur in a still, homogeneous atmosphere. In addition,

the source needs to be spherically symmetric, meaning the blast wave only depends on

two parameters, the distance from the center of the source R and the time t .

Numerous equations are given to describe the pressure-time history of the ideal blast

wave. The functions vary in complexity and accuracy, but the main emphasis of most

of the functions are fitting of the positive phase.

The simplest description of the blast wave assumes a linear decay of the pressure [39].

P (t ) = P0 +P+
s

(
1− t

T +
)

(3.4)

Equation 3.4 applies when the time after arrival is between 0 < t ≤ T +. To maintain a
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true positive impulse I+ the positive phase duration T + is adjusted. The true value for

P+
s is usually preserved when fitting this expression to data.

A more complex formulation of the blast wave is given by the modified Friedlander

equation,

P (t ) = P0 +P+
s

(
1− t

T +
)
e

−bt
T+ (3.5)

The difference from Equation (3.4) is the additional exponential term, where b repre-

sent the decay of the pressure-time curve. The combination of complexity and suffi-

cient accuracy, makes the modified Friedlander equation preferable when describing

the pressure-time history of the ideal blast wave.

3.1.8 Blast Wavefront Parameters

The equations for blast wavefront velocity Us , air density behind the wavefront ρs , and

the maximum dynamic pressure qs are defined as [35],

Us =
√

6Ps +7Po

7Po
ao (3.6)

ρs = 6Ps +7Po

Ps +7Po
ρo (3.7)

qs =
5P 2

s

2(Ps +7Po)
(3.8)

where,

Ps is the peak static overpressure or incident pressure

P0 is the ambient pressure ahead of the blast wave

ρ0 is the density of air at ambient pressure ahead of the blast wave

a0 is the speed of sound at the ambient pressure
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When the air behaves as an ideal gas, the reflected peak pressure mentioned in Section

3.1.5 can be expressed as,

Pr = 2Ps

[7P0 +4Ps

7P0 +Ps

]
(3.9)

When the incident pressure Ps is much smaller than the ambient pressure P0 (Ps ¿ P0),

Equation (3.9) is reduced to,

Pr = 2Ps (3.10)

This is the lower acoustic limit of the reflected peak pressure and it is equivalent to a

weak shock.

A strong shock is characterized by a incident pressure that is much larger than the am-

bient pressure (Ps À P0). Equation (3.9) will then be on the form,

Pr = 8Ps (3.11)
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3.2 Shock Tube Theory

The shock tube facility at SIMLab at NTNU is used when performing the experimental

work in this thesis. It is therefore necessary to give a proper introduction of the funda-

mental theory behind this laboratory instrument.

The shock tube is used when generating shock waves under controlled conditions. The

fundamental idea can be explained by considering the one dimensional shock tube de-

picted in Figure 3.7. The driver and driven sections are high and low pressure chambers,

respectively. The two sections are separated by a diaphragm. The driven section is filled

with pressurized air until the diaphragm ruptures. A series of compression waves are

generated within the driver gas and these coalesce to form a shock wave that propagates

into the driven gas [41]. When the diaphragm ruptures, pressure is released causing an

expansion wave to propagate back into the driver section. Simultaneously, a contact

surface between the driven and driver gases is formed. Since this contact surface has a

lower velocity than the shock wave, it propagates along the tube behind the shock front.

Diaphragm

Driver section Driven section

PHigh PLow Shock wave

Diaphragm bursts

Driver section Driven section

Figure 3.7: One dimensional shock tube.

The pressure propagation in a conventional shock tube, is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In

the first figure, the driver and driven sections have uniform pressures P4 and P1. This

corresponds to a situation where the diaphragm bursts. After rupture, the shock tube

condition changes as shown in (b). The shock front is now propagating into the driven

gas with a constant pressure P2 behind the shock. The contact surface between the

driver and driven gases propagates in the same direction as the shock front but at a

lower speed. In the third figure, the rarefaction wave is reflected from the end of the

driver section and the reflected wave is propagating towards the other end of the tube.

The last figure shows how the shock wave is reflected from the end of the tube, where
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the pressure has increased to P5. The reflected shock wave propagates back into the

part of the tube at pressure P2. When the wave meets the contact surface, it is partially

reflected and transmitted. It should be noted that Figure 3.8 applies for a low-pressure

shock tube with uniform diameter. As seen, a constant cross-section implies an approx-

imate linear and constant wave propagation. Since the area of the shock tube does not

change, it is not possible for the shock wave to expand and it has to propagate forward

at a constant velocity. However, if the cross-section of the tube varies, the shock wave

problem becomes more complex [42].

Driver section
Driven section

Rarefaction
Contact surface

P4

P1

Diaphragm

P4

P2 Shock front
P1

Rarefaction Contact surface

P3
P2 Shock front

P3
P2

P5

Contact surfaceRarefaction

Shock front

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8: Pressure propagation in the shock tube [26].
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3.2.1 The Ideal Gas Theory

The ideal gas theory is used to derive the pressures generated within a shock tube.The

pressure P2 is given as a function of the driven pressure P1 [26],

P2 = P1

(
1+ 2γ1

γ1 +1
(M 2

S −1)
)

(3.12)

where,

γ1 is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume for

the driven gas

MS is the Mach number

The Mach number is defined as the ratio of the incident shock wave velocity Us to the

speed of sound a1 =
√
γ1RT1/m1 in an undisturbed low-pressure gas. R is the universal

gas constant, T1 is the measured initial temperature and m1 is the molecular weight.

The pressure P5 that exist after the reflection of the shock from the end of the wall,

depends on P1, P2 and α1 = (γ1 +1)(γ1 −1),

P5 = P2

( (α1 +2)(P2/P1)−1

(P2/P1)+α1

)
(3.13)

The relationship between the driver pressure P4, the driven pressure P1 and the Mach

number MS is expressed as,

P4

P1
= 1

α1

(2γ1M 2
S

γ1 −1
−1

)(
1− (1/α4)(α1/α4)(M 2

S −1)

MS

)−2γ4/(γ4−1)
(3.14)

where,

γ4 is the ratio of specific heats for the driver gas

α4 = (γ4 +1)(γ4 −1)

a4 is the speed of sound in the undisturbed driver gas
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Ideally, the response in the shock tube involves [43],

• No change in the initial gas

• An adiabatic process

• Instantaneously rupture of the diaphragms

• No reflected waves

However, the real shock tube behaviour deviates from the ideal response due to several

factors. In the literature, Wright [44] derives an equation that relates the strength of the

shock obtained in the tube, to the ratio of the pressures in the high and low pressure

chambers ( P4
P1

). When measuring the shock strength achieved for a given high to low

pressure chamber ratio, he discovered that the shock wave was weaker than predicted.

Several suggestions were made to explain his discoveries. The first reason involved the

diaphragm and how it influences the flow in the tube. It is desirable to utilize a di-

aphragm that is as light as possible. This is due to the fact that the diaphragm only

requires a small amount of energy to rupture. It is therefore an advantage to work with

a diaphragm close to its bursting pressure. Secondly, pieces from the diaphragm tend

to travel down the tube and consequently block the gas flow in the initial stages. This

may lead to a delay in the creation of the shock wave. Figure 3.9a illustrates how the di-

aphragms tend to bow towards the low pressure chamber when subjected to pressure.

This results in an initial gas flow that has velocity components directed towards the wall

(Figure 3.9b), and not along the axis of the shock tube. Finally, viscous forces cause the

shock front to decrease as it propagates down the shock tube [44].

Expansion chamberCompression chamber

(a) Diaphragm position before shattering.

Compression chamber Expansion chamber

(b) Shattered diaphragm.

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the diaphragm in a shock tube[44].
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3.3 Failure Modes

To fully understand the destructive effect an impulse load has on a structure, it is in-

teresting to look at the possible failure modes. Menkes and Opat [4] have defined three

main failure modes for clamped beams subjected to explosives. The failure modes are

depiced in Figure 3.10.

i. Mode I - Large inelastic deformations

ii. Mode II - Tensile tearing at supports

iii. Mode III - Shear failure at supports

These failure modes are found to apply for plates in general [6][45]. The plates failure

modes are highly dependent on the geometry and boundary conditions [46]. A more

precise characterization of square plates are achieved by subdividing failure mode II

into [47][48],

Mode II* - Partial tearing

Mode IIa – Complete tearing with increasing mid-point deformation

Mode IIb – Complete tearing with decreasing mid-point deformation

i) Mode I

ii) Mode II

iii) Mode III

Figure 3.10: Failure modes [47].
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3.4 Forming Limits

When subjected to blast loading, metal plates will most likely experience permanent

deformations. It is therefore important to understand the material behaviour during

plastic deformation. It is also necessary to be familiar with the interaction of the plastic

deformation process and how the material is formed. In this section, forming limits and

forming limit diagrams are therefore introduced. The following theory and equations

are described by Hosford et. al [49].

During manufacturing, metal plates may be subjected to sheet-forming operations.

The deformation is characterized by biaxial stretching and failure normally occurs when

a sharp localized neck develops on the surface. It is important not to confuse localized

necking with diffuse necking, which occurs when the load reaches its maximum value.

θ
2′

1

2

b

l

t

Figure 3.11: Localized neck and its coordinate axes.

Figure 3.11 depicts a thin sheet specimen subjected to uniaxial tension in the 1-direction.

It is from now on presumed that the material obeys the power law hardening rule,

σeq = K pn . The strain at the onset of diffuse necking is expressed as ε∗1 = n, where

the star (*) indicates the critical strain at instability. After being exposed to a consider-

able extension, a sharp localized neck is formed at an angle θ to the loading axis. The

width of the neck b, is typically in order of the sheet thickness t . In the literature [49] the
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expression for the critical localized necking in uniaxial tension is derived and denoted

ε∗1 = 2n. This demonstrates a factor two increase of the critical strain for localised neck-

ing compared with diffuse necking.

Due to the narrowness of the neck, the strain parallel to the neck dε2′ must be zero. An

expression for dε2′ is given as,

dε2′ = dε1cos2θ+dε2si n2θ = 0 (3.15)

where dε1 and dε2 is the incremental major and minor principal strains in the plane of

the sheet.

By assuming a constant strain ratio β= ε2
ε1

during stretching, Equation (3.15) becomes,

ε1 cos2θ+βε1 sin2θ = 0 (3.16)

or

tanθ = 1√−β
(3.17)

Equation (3.17) indicates that θ only has a real value if β is less than zero. This means

that localized necking can not occur if the strain rate is constant or positive. Assuming

a constant strain ratio is equivalent to assuming a constant stress ratio α = σ2
σ1

. When

the stress becomes more biaxial, α increases. By obtaining an expression of β based on

α, β= (2α−1)(2−α), it is seen that β becomes less negative asα increases. This implies

an increase of θ as the stress becomes more biaxial.

The strain ratio influences the critical strain of necking. By applying the consistency

criterion for volume, an expression relating β, dε1, dσ1 and σ1 is derived,

dσ1

σ1
= (1+β)dε1 (3.18)
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By applying the power law, the condition for localized necking is obtained,

ε∗1 = n

1+β (3.19)

When β= 1
2 , the critical strain becomes equal to 2n. For plane strain, the critical strain

decreases to n.

Swift [49] showed that diffuse necking can occur when,

ε∗1 = 2n(1+β+β2)

(β+1)(2β2 −β+2)
(3.20)

If the loading is applied with constant α and consequently constant β, localized neck-

ing can not occur and stretching continues until the sheet fractures. However, sheet

materials are never completely homogeneous andα andβ do change during stretching.

Due to small inhomogeneities in geometry and material properties, local changes in the

strain path occur and this leads to localized necking for positive values of ε2 and hence

for β> 0. This is the fundamental principle of the Marciniak-Kucsynski analysis[49].
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(a) A sheet with a narrow groove.
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(b) Strain path change within the groove.

Figure 3.12: Marciniak-Kucsynski analysis[49].
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Figure 3.12a illustrates a sheet with a narrow groove perpendicular to the major princi-

pal stress direction used for the Marciniak-Kucsynski analysis. The stress ratio αa and

strain ratio βa in region a are assumed constant, while αb and βb in region b vary dur-

ing plastic deformation. The strain in region b parallel to the groove is restricted by the

uniform strain rate in region a, such that ε2b = ε2a .

When applying equilibrium requirements across the groove, the principal tractions in-

side and outside the groove should be equal, t1a = t1b . This is also expressed as,

σ1aha =σ1bhb (3.21)

The localization problem is solved by an incremental-iterative solution technique that

requires the equilibrium across the groove, the constitutive relations and the compati-

bility equations to be satisfied throughout the deformation process. When deformation

evolves, ∆ε1a becomes smaller and smaller compared with ∆ε1b . This corresponds to

a ∆ε2b = ∆ε2a = β∆ε1a that decreases compared with ∆ε1b and the flow in the groove

proceeds towards plane strain. Localized necking occurs when the strain ratio reaches

a critical value.

β= ∆ε3b

∆ε3a
=βcr (3.22)

This critical value corresponds to excessive thinning inside the groove.

The Marciniak and Kuczynski procedure can be used to calculate the shape of the right

side of the forming limit diagram(FLD). Figure 3.12b depicts the strain paths in region

a and b and the forming limit curve. The dashed and thin lines represent the strain

paths in region a and b, respectively. The forming limit curve (FLC), which is displayed

as the thick line, connects with the end points of the strain paths in region a. Initially,

the strain paths in region a and b are similar. As the deformation process evolves, the

two strain paths start to diverge and the strain path in region b tends towards plane

strain with increasing strain rate. The forming limit is reached when the strain ratio β

is equal to the critical value. It is important to know that the forming limit is based on

the critical strains in region a.
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3.4.1 Forming Limit Diagrams (FLD)

The major and minor principal strains (ε1, ε2) can be experimentally determined for

different loadings along various paths. By plotting the strains in a diagram, a form-

ing limit diagram (FLD) is constructed. This diagram can give indications of potential

problems in the sheet forming and thereby prevent production failures. Figure 3.13 il-

lustrates the difference between the experimental forming limit curve (FLC) and the

theoretical curves for diffuse and localized necking.

By plotting local strains and comparing them with the FLD, potential trouble spots can

be determined. If the measured strains are close to the FLC, there is a probability of

weakness in the material. If the strains are located underneath the experimental FLC,

localized necking is not a problem. A placement over the FLC indicates that the sheet

may be exposed to local necking or fracture. By identifying the nature of the problem, it

is possible to alter the sheet forming process such that production failures are reduced

[49][50][51]. By creating a forming limit diagram for the experimental data obtained in

this thesis, it is possible to investigate if the FLD provides reliable results.
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Figure 3.13: Experimental FLD with theoretical curves [49].
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3.5 Material Characterization

In order to obtain a correct description of the material behaviour during loading, it is

important to identify the material characterizations. In this section, relevant theory

from the compendium Material Mechanics Part 1 from SIMLab [52] will be presented.

3.5.1 Strains and Stresses

In this thesis, all the material characteristics will be collected from multi uniaxial ten-

sile tests. Strains and stresses, which are defined based on the initial cross section A0,

are referred to as engineering strains εe or stresses σe expressed in Equations (3.23)

and (3.24), respectively. These equations are only valid for infinite small deformations,

where the relation between strain and stresses are linear. Equation (3.25) illustrates the

generalized Hooke’s law which only applies for the elastic domain.

εe = ∆L

L0
(3.23)

σe = FL

A0
(3.24)

σ= Eε and ε= σ

E
(3.25)

Here, ∆L is an increment change of the specimen, L0 is the initial gauge length, FL is

the force from the tensile test and E is Young’s modulus.

For large deformations, the change of the cross section A has to be encountered for. The

logarithmic strain εl (true strain) and the Cauchy stress σt (true stress) can be derived

by assuming a constant volume. Based on the measurements from the tensile tests,

the engineering stresses and strains are gathered. Subsequently the true stresses and

strains are computed as,
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εl = ln
( L

L0

)
= ln(1+εe ) (3.26)

σt = FL

A
=σe (1+εe ) (3.27)

The total strain ε is the sum of the elastic εe and plastic εp strain. The elastic strain is

defined from Hook’s law, hence the plastic strain is expressed as,

εp = ε−εe = ε− σ

E
(3.28)

3.5.2 Necking

When performing a uniaxial tensile test, the specimen reaches a critical point. Diffuse

necking is defined as the point where the cross-section area rapidly decreases, simul-

taneously as the specimen increases its elongation. This is shown in Equation (3.29).

Diffuse necking occurs when the material has reached its maximum strength dσe =0, as

shown in Figure 3.14.

σe

ǫe

σ0

Yielding

Diffuse
necking

Fracture

Figure 3.14: Engineering stress-strain curve in tension[52].
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In the true stress vs. logarithmic strain relation, the diffuse necking is also expressed as,

dσt

dεl
=σt (3.29)

The data form the tensile test are only valid until diffuse necking occur, thus the re-

maining information is incorrect and extrapolation is necessary.
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3.6 Constitutive Equations

Constitutive equations are necessary to provide a mathematical description of the ma-

terial behaviour. In this thesis, plates are subjected to blast loading and large strains

are likely to occur. Consequently, when the material experience yielding, the deforma-

tion, loads and stresses are non-linear and history-dependent. To precisely describe the

material behaviour of the plates, the Johnson-Cook material model is applied.

3.6.1 The Johnson-Cook Material Model

The Johnson-Cook material model is frequently used in structural impact problems. It

can be calibrated from tensile tests at various strain rates and temperatures.

A thermoelastic-thermoviscoplastic constitutive model derived by Børvik et al. [53][54],

is applied in the numerical simulations of this thesis. It is based on the assumptions that

the material is isotropic with small elastic strains and finite plastic strains and rotations.

The rate of deformation tensor is decomposed into elastic, plastic and thermal parts,

d = d e +d p +d t (3.30)

The elastic term of the tensor can be written as,

d e = 1+ν
E

σ5J − ν

e
tr

(
σ5J

)
I (3.31)

where,

E is Young’s modulus

ν is Poisson’s Ratio

I is the 2nd order unit tensor

σ5J is the Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress tensor σ
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The plastic rate of deformation tensor is defined by the associated flow rule as,

d p = ṗ
∂ f

∂σ
= 3

2
ṗ
σ′′′

σeq
(3.32)

where ṗ is the equivalent plastic strain rate.

The thermal rate of deformation tensor is expressed as follows,

d t =αṪ I (3.33)

where Ṫ and α represent the rate of temperature increase and the linear thermal ex-

pansion coefficient, respectively.

By including isotropic hardening, thermal softening and the von Mises yield criterion,

the yield function is written as,

f (σ,R,T ) =σeq (σ)−σ0(T )−R(p,T ) (3.34)

The equivalent stress σeq , the yield stress σ0 and the hardening variable R are defined

as,

σeq =
√

3

2
σ′′′ :σ′′′, σ0 = A

[
1− (T ∗)m]

, R = B pn[
1− (T ∗)m]

(3.35)

where,

σ′′′ is the deviatoric stress tensor, σ′′′ =σ−1/3(σ)I

A,B ,n,m are material parameters governing strength, strain hardening and

thermal softening

T ∗ is the homologous temperature, T ∗ = (T −T0)/(Tm −T0)

T0,Tm are the room and melting temperature of the material
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The constitutive relation suggested by Johnson and Cook [53], has a multiplicative for-

mulation given by a strain hardening term, strain-rate sensitivity and temperature soft-

ening,

σeq (σ) = (σ0(T )+R(p,T ))
(
1+C ln(ṗ∗)

)
= (A+B pn)

(
1+C ln(ṗ∗)

)[
1− (T ∗)m

]
(3.36)

Here ṗ∗ = ṗ/ṗ0 is the normalized plastic strain rate. However, when ṗ∗ < 1 the strain-

rate sensitivity term can exhibit an unphysical softening effect. To avoid this, the mod-

ified Johnson-Cook model is used in this thesis [54],

σeq (σ) = (A+B pn)
(
1+ ṗ∗

)C [
1− (T ∗)m

]
(3.37)

Having defined the yield function, a constitutive relation expressing the equivalent plas-

tic strain rate is developed,

ṗ =


0 for f ≤ 0

ṗ0

[
σeq (σ)

σ0(T )+R(p,T )

] 1
C −1 for f > 0

(3.38)

where ṗ0 is a user-defined reference strain rate and C is a material constant governing

strain-rate sensitivity. It should be noted that due to a slightly difference in Equation

(3.36) compared with Equation (3.37), the C parameter can be different in the two for-

mulations.

In shock tube problems it is reasonable to assume adiabatic conditions. The following

term for the temperature evolution is then applicable,

Ṫ = χ

ρCp
σ : d p = χ

ρCp
σeq ṗ (3.39)

where χ is the Taylor-Quinney coefficient, ρ is the density and Cp is the specific heat

capacity. The Taylor-Quinney coefficient represents the proportion of plastic work con-

verted into heat, and is assumed χ= 0.9 for adiabatic conditions. This means that 90%

of the work converts to heat, and 10% transfers to the material.
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3.7 Digital Image Correlation

To process the experimental data obtained in this thesis, digital image correlation (DIC)

is performed. This is a post-processing technique for measuring strains and displace-

ments in experimental solid mechanics. DIC is an accurate, cheap and simple way of

gathering material information. In addition, DIC makes it easy to examine the defor-

mation pattern and the crack propagation.

The DIC technique compares the image of a specimen at a deformed stage (current con-

figuration) to an image of the specimen at a reference stage (reference configuration).

In more detail, it measures the alteration of the pixels in the images over time. The

surface of the material needs to exhibit characteristic points such that the system can

trace the deformation. Consequently a field of both two-dimensional (2D) and three-

dimensional (3D) deformation vectors can be constructed [55]. In this thesis, 2D-DIC

will be used in the material tensile tests, while 3D-DIC will be performed of the shock

tube experiments.

In 2D-DIC, the deformation of the specimen is described by a set of parameters. These

parameters are optimized to minimize the differences in grayscale values between the

reference and current image. The optimization is performed by employing the Newton-

Raphson iteration method, where the correlation function F in Equation (3.40) may be

used as the objective function [56]. This is called a subset-based DIC approach.

F = ∑
i∈Ω

(Ir (Xi )− Ic (xi ))2 (3.40)

where,

Ir is the reference image

Ic is the current image

X refers to the image coordinates in the reference configuration

x refers to the image coordinates in the current configuration

i represents a specific pixel

Ω is the set of pixels within the subset at the reference configuration
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3D-DIC involves a typical steriovision system that employs two or more cameras to

record digital images of the specimen from two or more viewpoints. This makes 3D-DIC

theoretically capable of obtaining accurate, in-plane surface deformations even when

the specimen is undergoing large, three-dimensional rigid body rotation and transla-

tion [57]. Figure 3.15 displays a typical 3D-DIC setup where P represents an arbitrary

initial point and P ′ is the location after deformation.

P1

P2

P

Z

Y
X

P ′
1

P ′
2

High-speed
camera 1

High-speed
camera 2

P ′

x1
y1

z1 x2

y2

z2

Figure 3.15: Mathematical model of a 3D-DIC system [58].

In addition to subset-based DIC, a finite element approach is possible. The FE-based

DIC, formulates the correlation problem as a finite-element decomposition on a mesh

of Q4 elements. The correlation applies global optimization on a mesh of elements,

and the nodal displacements in the mesh are optimized. This differs from the subset-

based DIC approach where individual optimization of subsets are applied, and opti-

mizing involves the displacement of the center point and the displacement gradient of

the subset.

The success of the correlation and the quality of the images depend on several param-

eters. Some of the most important parameters involve the contrast and speckle size of

the recorded grayscale pattern, in addition to the subset size and the digitization level

of the grayscale values.
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Materials

In this thesis, two materials are used when performing the experimental research in the

shock tube. The materials are,

• Docol 600 DL steel

• Aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14

While all the steel plates are produced by SSAB, the aluminium plates have two dif-

ferent manufacturers. Hindalco industries and Hydro have produced the 0.8mm and

2.0mm aluminium plates, respectively. The two next sections are based on general the-

ory about the two materials. There are, however, some variations between the theoret-

ical material characteristics and the given values in the material card appointed by the

manufacturers. The material cards with the exact material characteristics are therefore

enclosed in Appendix B.

To find the material characteristics of the materials, tensile tests are performed. Subse-

quently the data are processed using 2D-DIC. The tensile tests are also studied numer-

ically, by applying the FE program Abaqus CAE.
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4.1 Docol 600 DL Steel

Docol is a cold-rolled, high strength steel produced by SSAB in Sweden. It contains

ferrite, which is soft and contributes to good formability, and martensite, which hard

strengthens the material. In addition, it has good weldability due to the low content

of alloying elements. There are several advantages using Docol DL; weight reduction,

simplified manufacturing, increased safety, longer lifecycle, reduced total cost, among

others [59].

Common areas of applications of the Docol 600 DL, are in tubes and as safety compo-

nents in cars. Its chemical composition in addition to physical and mechanical prop-

erties are displayed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Note that the steels are classified

based on the lowest tensile strength, which is 600 MPa for Docol 600 DL.

Table 4.1: Chemical composition of Docol 600 DL steel [59].

Chemical Element
Composition [%] C Si Mn P S Al
General 0.100 0.400 1.500 0.010 0.002 0.040

Table 4.2: Physical and mechanical properties of Docol 600 DL steel [59] [60].

ν ρ E G Rp,02,mi n Rp,02,max Rm,mi n Rm,max

[−] [kg /m3] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
0.30 7800 210 000 81 000 280 360 600 700

Steel has been used in structural applications since the middle of the 18th century. Steel

is a ductile material with high yield strength. This means that the material can undergo

large plastic deformations before failure, which is an important attribute when it comes

to blast loading. Steel has also great strength, uniformity and a relatively good fatigue

strength. Combined with a high strength to weight ratio it makes steel an appropriate

choice for structures such as high-rise buildings and long-span bridges [61].

One major disadvantage is that steel is susceptible to corrosion when exposed to air,

water or humidity. This result in higher maintenance costs. Steel is also vulnerable to

fire since the strength is reduced when exposed to high temperatures [62].
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4.2 Aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14

The aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14 is a preferable alloy for general sheet metal

work where moderate strength is required. Typical applications are containers, foils,

radiator tubes and piping. The chemical composition of the alloy is given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Chemical composition of aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14 [60].

Chemical Element
Composition [%] Mg Mn Fe Si Cu Zn Ti Al
General 0.05 0.05 0.40 0.25 0.05 0.07 0.05 99.50

The alloy can be identified using the four digit system for wrought alloy composition

designation. In Europe, the alloys are recognized with the preface EN and AW which

indicates European Normative Aluminium Wrought alloys. Since this aluminium alloy

consist of 99.50 % aluminium it is characterized as technically pure. This entails a part

of the 1xxx series, implying there is no major alloying element [63]. In this group, the

aluminium purity is of 99.00% and greater. The two last digits of the 1xxx series, indi-

cates the percentage of aluminium, while the second digit describes modifications in

impurity limits or alloying elements. Hence, the material used in the experiments has

aluminium purity of 99.50% and the zero indicates that the unalloyed aluminium has

natural impurity limits [63].The high purity leads to a rate sensitive alloy, meaning that

the material is dependent on the rate of plastic straining [64].

Wrought alloys are initially cast as ingots or billets. To get the desired shape, cold work

in form of rolling, extruding, bending etc. is necessary. When the metal is subjected

to cold work, dislocations are prevented from moving. This leads to an increase in the

material strength. The wrought alloys are divided into two categories, heat-treatable

and non-heat treatable alloys. The H14 in the alloy name indicates the affiliation to the

latter group. The purity of the alloy result in a softness in the metal and to add strength,

strain hardening is necessary. The last digit in H14, indicates that the alloy has been

cold worked to a half hard condition. Due to a balance between strain hardening and

recovery effects, stress-saturation rapidly occurs resulting in a flattening of the strain-

stress curve [63].

Table 4.4 gives the physical and mechanical properties of the alloy. It is common to
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Table 4.4: Physical and mechanical properties of aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14 [60].

ν ρ E G Rp,02,mi n Rp,02,max Rm,mi n Rm,max

[−] [kg /m3] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
0.33 2710 71 000 27 000 90 105 110 115

assume uniform properties in all directions, even though some degree of anisotropy is

always present. The level of anisotropy depends on several parameters, including al-

loy composition and process history. By studying Figure 4.1a, one can see how Young’s

modulus changes with the rotation of the cubic axis. By rotating the axis from 0° or 90°

to 45°, the E-modulus increases from 63 to 72 GPa which is equivalent to 15%. Figure

4.1b illustrates the anisotropy of the strength and elongation to failure. The sample cut

parallel to the rolling direction usually differs from the samples cut in the direction of

45° and 90°. The two latter samples are nearly identical and display a lower strength

than the longitudinal sample. The elongation to failure exhibits a 25 % deviation be-

tween the 45° and 0° sample [61].
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Figure 4.1: Anisotropy in aluminium [61].
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When aluminium is exposed to dynamic loading, inertia and wave-propagation effects

complicate the stress and strain states. The dynamic properties of aluminium alloys

have been investigated numerous times and the results from some of the studies are

displayed in Figure 4.2. The figure presents the strain-rate sensitivity parameter versus

the static flow stress for different aluminium alloys. The result shows an increase of rate

sensitivity as the material strength decreases, or as purity increases [64].

Figure 4.2: Strain-rate sensitivity of aluminium alloys [64].

In recent years there has been a greater focus on the use of aluminium in structural ap-

plications. The main reason is the low density of aluminium which results in a greater

strength to weight ratio than for steel. This implies less material, simpler assembly and

easier transportation. Aluminium also has superior corrosion resistance. The absence

of solute alloys leads to less disrupting of the protective native oxide film and it is there-

fore fewer anodic/cathodic reaction sites where corrosion can occur. This entails less

maintenance costs and it even suggest that aluminium can be used without surface

protection. Without solute or precipitated alloy elements present, plastic deformation

of the metal is possible. This leads to an aluminium alloy that has high formability

and workability. The use of aluminium is also beneficial for the environment, since re-

cycling of aluminium is possible without loss of properties. In addition, the required

energy for recycling is only 5% of the energy to produce the primary aluminium.

However, there are some less favourable properties that a structural engineer needs to

be aware of. The low modulus of elasticity leads to greater deformation and sensitivity
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for instability. Due to the low weight, high cycle fatigue is more decisive than with steel.

Finally, aluminium has a low melting point. This leads to a loss of the mechanical and

physical properties at low temperatures, starting at 100°C [61].
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4.3 Experiments

To collect relevant material data, uniaxial tensile tests of both steel and aluminium are

performed. The tensile tests of the dog-bone specimens are performed in the Zwick

Roell Z030 machine, displayed in Figure 4.3. To represent a quasi-static test, the spec-

imens are pulled with a loading velocity of 2.1mm/min. Both the machine data and a

camera, Prosilica GL2450, register the deformation. While the machine has a frequency

of 10Hz, the camera captures four pictures per second. These pictures are in the next

section used in a 2D-DIC analysis to process the collected data. The machine data are

used for verification.

Figure 4.3: Test specimen in the Zwick Roell Z030 machine.

The materials are tested for two different thicknesses, 2.0mm and 0.8mm, and three

rolling directions.The latter test is necessary to reveal any dependence of direction, thus

if the material is isotropic or anisotropic. The various rolled orientations are the longi-

tudinal direction 0°, the transverse direction 45° and the normal direction 90°. Figure

4.4 illustrates the rolling directions of the plates. To verify the reliability of the material,

three tests in each rolling direction are performed. This entails a total of 36 tensile tests.
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Figure 4.4: The different rolling directions on a plate.

The 2.0mm samples are pulled by bolts in the testing machine, while the thinner sam-

ples are pulled by clamps. This is necessary to prevent local deformation in the bolt

holes. An extensometer with gauge length 40mm is used in 12 of the tests, one for each

of the thicknesses and in all the three rolling directions. The extensometer is removed

when the specimen achieves maximum strength.

Each specimen is measured and the initial geometries are displayed in Tables B.1 and

B.2 in Appendix B. A variation in the thickness of the dog-bone specimens is registered,

which is natural since the measurements are carried out using a calliper with an inac-

curacy of ±0.3. Figure 4.5 shows the nominal geometry of a chosen dog bone specimen.
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Figure 4.5: Nominal geometry of a dog bone specimen in [mm].
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4.4 Material Identification

A suitable material description is highly important. If the material parameters are insuf-

ficient, it is difficult if not impossible to predict the structural response during impact of

a blast wave. There are two possible approaches of identifying the material character-

istics. By using a direct modelling method, material parameters are determined based

on 2D-DIC. By applying an inverse modelling method, the calibrated data are modified

to fit the experimental data. Both methods are carried out in the following sections.

4.4.1 Post Processing and Calibration

The collected data from the camera and the machine are processed. The force-displacement

curves for all the samples are displayed in Section B.2.2 in Appendix B. Since the 2D-DIC

data coincide with the machine data, the information obtained from the 2D-DIC can be

used in the calibration of the material.

The raw data have to be processed and analysed to determine the material properties.

Young’s modulus E , indicates the stiffness of the material. This parameter is based on

the binding forces between the atoms, hence the behaviour should be the same for all

materials consisting of the same atoms. The tensile tests performed in the laboratory

are not accurate enough to provide a correct Young’s modulus, subsequently the mate-

rial data have to be corrected using Equation (4.1). Here, Emeas is determined by linear

regression in the elastic area for each engineering stress-strain curve.

εce = (εme −∆εe )− (
Ecor r −Emeas

Ecor r Emeas
)σce (4.1)

where,

εce is the corrected engineering strain

εme is the measured engineering strain
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∆εe is a possible deviation in strain at origin

Ecor r is the correct elastic modulus

Emeas is the measured elastic modulus

σce is the measured stress

To find the yield strength of the material, the true plastic strain is plotted against the

true stress. For a high-strength steel, the crossing from elastic to plastic strain is usu-

ally gradual. Consequently, it can be difficult to determine a distinct yield point. The

0.2% offset σ0.2 is therefore commonly used to establish an approximation of the yield

strength. An illustration on how the yield stress σ0 and the 0.2% offset are located is

shown in Figure B.9 in Appendix B.

Since the material data are only valid until necking, the curves have to be extrapolated

with a suitable work hardening rule. Two isotropic hardening rules are displayed in

Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b). It should be noted that for large strains, the Voce rule will

converge to a constant value, while power law will increase infinitely.

R = K pn (Power law) (4.2a)

R =
n∑

i=1
QR i (1−exp(−CRi p)) (The Voce rule) (4.2b)

where,

R is the hardening variable

p is the accumulated plastic strain

K & n are hardening parameters in power law

QRi & CRi are hardening parameters in the Voce rule

Before the curves are extrapolated, the data are smoothed and divided into 100 points

with equal distance. To extrapolate these points a curve fitting tool in MATLAB is ap-

plied [65].
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Results of Docol 600DL Steel

It is desirable to investigate the significance of the rolling process, and evaluate if it

influences the stress and strain distribution of the material. By studying Figure 4.6,

it is evident that the various curves are fairly similar. They display the same shape,

but the maximum tensile strength appears to vary for the different test specimens.

There is a tendency towards higher tensile strengths for the thicker samples. This may

be explained by the rolling process of the material. However, the difference in mate-

rial behaviour is minimal and for practical applications the material can be assumed

isotropic. Due to missing DIC data, one of the tensile tests are disregarded in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Steel specimens with thicknesses of 2.0mm and 0.8mm.

The curves in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show an equal distribution of the engineering stress

and strain in the three rolling directions. Since the engineering stress and strain curves

exhibit the same trend, the mean curve for each rolling direction are chosen for further

processing. By studying Figure B.5a in Appendix B, one of the curves show an abnormal

behaviour. This is caused by an error in the clamping mechanism, which failed to hold

the specimen sufficiently still. This test is therefore omitted when evaluating the curves.
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(a) Steel plate with thickness of 0.8mm.
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(b) Steel plate with thickness of 2.0mm.

Figure 4.7: Results from the tensile tests in the three rolling directions.
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(a) Steel plate with thickness of 0.8mm.
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(b) Steel plate with thickness of 2.0mm.

Figure 4.8: True stress-strain curves for the chosen specimens.

As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, correction of the curves are necessary in order to obtain

the correct elasticity modulus. The results are seen in Figures B.7a and B.7b in Appendix

B. From the corrected data, the true stress-strain relations are obtained. The true stress-

strain curves are only plotted until diffuse necking and the maximum force is found

to localize this point. The true stress-strain relation for the chosen tests are shown in

Figure 4.8.
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The expected maximum force is obtained by multiplying the tensile strength from the

material card with the nominal cross-section. This corresponds to a Fmax of 6.77kN

and 16.60kN for the 0.8mm and 2.0mm plates, respectively. The measured Fmax , σ0

and σ0.2 from the tensile tests are displayed in Table 4.5. By comparing the measured

values of Fmax with the expected values, the thickest plates experience a deviation of up

to 3.13%. This is slightly greater than the maximum deviation of 2.95% for the 0.8mm

plates. However, since variations naturally occur within a material, these deviations are

acceptable. By studying Table 4.2 in Section 4.1, it is seen that the 0.2% offset for Docol

600DL steel is given a value between 280MPa and 360MPa. Since the manufacturer

informs about a variety in σ0.2, it is also likely that variations between the calibrated

values and the material card may occur.

Table 4.5: Calculated parameters for the chosen steel specimens.

Test Fmax σ0 σ0.2

[kN] [MPa] [MPa]
S08-02 6.6 318.7 369.6
S08-04 6.9 306.8 384.8
S08-08 6.9 352.5 393.0
S20-03 16.6 345.1 394.0
S20-06 16.8 361.7 418.4
S20-09 17.1 303.5 413.7

As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, extrapolation of the true stress-strain curves are neces-

sary to describe the material behaviour after necking. The hardening parameters used

in the curve fitting tool in MATLAB are found in Appendix B in Table B.3. In Figure 4.9,

the results of applying isotropic hardening with both the Voce rule and the power law

are depicted. Since all the test specimens display the same trend, it is sufficient to only

plot one curve. When necking is reached, it is assumed that the experimental data will

follow a path somewhere between the Voce and Power approximations. Since there is

no experimental data in the post-necking regime, it is difficult to predict the most rep-

resentative hardening rule.
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Figure 4.9: Different hardening rules for steel.
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Results of Aluminium Alloy EN AW1050A-H14

The results from the aluminium tensile tests are plotted and displayed in Figure 4.10.

It is evident that aluminium is more dependent of the rolling direction compared with

steel. This is illustrated by great variations in both yield strength and elongation. It

is observed that for aluminium, the thinnest specimens accumulate highest tensile

strengths. The material card of the 2.0mm aluminium plate displayed in Appendix

B, reveals that the tensile strength of the aluminium alloy may vary between 105 and

145MPa. Figure 4.10 are in accordance with the information given in the material card.
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Figure 4.10: Aluminium specimens with thicknesses of 2.0mm and 0.8mm.

The curves in Figure 4.11 show a similar trend as described in Figure 4.1b in Section

4.2. While the tensile tests performed in the rolling direction of 45° and 90° display

more or less the same stress-strain curves, the rolling direction of 0° displays lower yield

strengths and larger elongations. By evaluating Figure 4.11, it is evident that aluminium

is an anisotropic material. However, Grytten et al. [66] have investigated the effects of

anisotropy on plates made of the aluminium alloy AA50836-H116. The study indicates

that anisotropy does not seem to influence the response of structures made of this alloy.

Due to the observations of this study, anisotropy of the aluminium alloy EN AW1050A-

H14 is neglected and the material is further treated as isotropic.
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(a) Aluminium plate with thickness of 0.8mm.
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(b) Aluminium plate with thickness of 2.0mm.

Figure 4.11: Results from the tensile tests in the three rolling directions.
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(a) Aluminium plate with thickness of 0.8mm.
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(b) Aluminium plate with thickness of 2.0mm.

Figure 4.12: True stress-strain curves for the chosen specimens.

The correction procedure that were conducted for steel is also carried out for aluminium.

The corrected curves for the three most representative tests are shown Figures B.8a and

B.8b in Appendix B. This leads to the true stress-strain curves displayed in Figure 4.12.

The expected maximum forces are calculated by using the information in the two ma-

terial cards appointed by the suppliers. This results in values of 1.17kN and 2.93kN for

the 0.8mm and 2.0 specimens, respectively. Table 4.6 displays the measured Fmax, σ0

andσ0.2 from the tensile tests. For the thinner samples, the greatest difference between

the expected and calculated Fmax is 4.27%. It is observed that all the 2.0mm specimens

underestimates the maximum force. The two material cards have appointed the same

0.2% offset with a value of 110MPa. While the 2.0mm specimens show a great correla-
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tion with the material card, the deviations are greater for the thinner specimens. All the

results are, however, still acceptable.

Table 4.6: Calculated parameters for the chosen aluminium specimens.

Test Fmax σ0 σ0.2

[kN] [MPa] [MPa]
A08-02 1.1 97.1 112.7
A08-04 1.2 108.6 121.6
A08-09 1.2 83.8 123.5
A20-03 2.7 86.3 102.0
A20-04 2.8 88.6 109.3
A20-09 2.9 96.7 110.8

The extrapolated curve for one of the test specimens is displayed in Figure 4.13, while

the parameters obtained by the curve fitting are shown in Table B.4 in Appendix B.

The figure implies that the approximation by Voce rule provides the best fit of the alu-

minium specimen. The Voce rule converges to a constant value and this coincide with

the phenomenon that the stress and strain curve for aluminium normally levels out for

large plastic strains.
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Figure 4.13: Different hardening rules for aluminium.
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4.4.2 Modelling of the Tensile Test using Abaqus CAE

Until now, a direct modelling approach has been used when characterizing the material

parameters. To verify the direct approach, the tensile test for a specimen of both materi-

als and thicknesses are simulated in Abaqus CAE. The materials are assumed isotropic

and it is therefore not necessary to perform a simulation in each of the rolling direc-

tions. The simulations are run using a non-linear implicit analysis. This integration

method is suitable for smooth nonlinearities (e.g a plasticity problem)[67].

It is decided to obtain two numerical models, one for each hardening rule. The power

law is a integrated function in Abaqus, where the parameters σ0, K and n (see Table B.3

and B.4) can be directly implemented. However, for the Voce rule, the simulations have

to be run with a customized material card for each of the specimens. The material cards

are made using SIMLab Metal Model (SMM) [68], and the numerical model is taken

from SIMLabs toolbox [69]. Note that SMM defines the Voce rule somewhat different

than in Section 4.4.1,

R =
N∑

i=1
Ri =

N∑
i=1

QRi

(
1−exp

(
− θRi

QRi
p

))
(4.3)

where θRi =CRQRi .

It should be mentioned that it is not necessary to obtain a numerical model for each

of the hardening rules. However, it was decided to utilize the SIMLab Toolbox. Despite

two different numerical models, the response of the two specimens should be the same.

Both models are modelled with nominal geometry and material properties as displayed

in Tables 4.2 and 4.4, respectively.

For the model with power hardening, the dog-bone specimen is modelled as displayed

in Figure 4.14. To decrease the simulation time, only a quarter of the specimen is mod-

elled, hence two symmetry planes. The specimen is modelled as 3D deformable shell

planar with S4R elements (a shell 4-node element with reduced integration).
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Figure 4.14: Numerical model for the simulation with power hardening law.

The model from SIMLabs toolbox is shown in Figure 4.15. This is a 3D deformable

model with volume elements C 3D8R (an 8-node linear brick with reduced integration).

Figure 4.15: Numerical model for the simulation with the Voce hardening rule.
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Modification of the Tensile Test

By comparing the force-displacement curves from the experimental data and the re-

sults from the Voce and power simulations, neither of the responses give a satisfying

description of the experimental data. In an attempt to improve the material model, the

strain-rate hardening term is added to the material description. Neither this gives suf-

ficient results, and therefore an additionally term in the Voce rule is added. It is not a

common procedure to use three Voce terms in a material model.

Initially, two terms of the Voce rule is used when describing the material. By only in-

cluding two terms, there may be a lack of flexibility describing the post-necking regime.

Before deciding which parameters in Equation (4.3) to modify, two different scenarios

are considered,

• Scenario 1: The first term R1 and second term R2 saturate before necking, and the

third term does not

• Senario 2: The first term R1 and second term R2 does not saturate before necking

Since the first term describes the initial curvature of the stress-strain curve, this curve

will most likely to saturate before necking. Consequently, there is a greater focus on

the second and third term when modifying the curve. For both scenarios there are a

modifying procedure to optimize the hardening curve [70]. Since both materials act in

accordance with scenario 1, only the third term is altered. This is a time consuming

operation that demands experience when varying the parameters QRi and θRi . In order

to achieve accurate material parameters, the modification is performed by Dr. Morin

[71].

Since it is natural to assume the possibility of fracture in the forthcoming shock tube

experiments, a failure criterion is defined. The Cockcroft-Latham (CL) model is a duc-

tile damage model, used for both steel and aluminium. In SMM this model is defined

by reducing the Extended-Cockcroft Latham (ECL) by setting φ= 1 and γ= 1 [68],

Ḋ = 1

WC

〈
φ
ηI

ηeq
+ (1−φ)

(ηI −ηI I I

ηeq

)〉γ
ηeq ṗ → Ḋ = 〈ηI 〉

WC
ṗ (4.4)
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where WC is the failure parameter and 〈ηI 〉 is the first principal value of the over-stress

tensor. Since the materials are isotropic this value is equal to the Cauchy stress.

While Table 4.7 displays the Voce parameters used in the initial FE simulation with two

Voce terms, Table 4.8 shows the Voce parameters with three terms for both the direct

and the inverse modelling method. By comparing the values obtained with direct and

inverse modelling, it is evident that some significant modifications have been made,

especially for the aluminium material. When further referring to the direct modelling

methods, it implies the use of the two terms Voce rule in Table 4.7. While the initial Voce

fit indicates the use of the direct modelling method in Table 4.8, the optimized Voce rule

represents the inverse modelling method.

Table 4.7: Strain hardening parameters - Voce rule with two terms.

Test A QR1 QR2 C1 C2

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
Docol 600 DL 0.8mm 334.5 117.1 379.7 84.9 11.4
Docol 600 DL 2.0mm 355.6 345.0 135.0 11.8 85.8

EN AW-1050A-H14 0.8mm 97.6 13.2 10.6 1458.0 185.9
EN AW-1050A-H14 2.0mm 86.8 8.5 16.5 103.3 993.6

Table 4.8: Strain hardening parameters - Voce Rule with three terms.

Parameters
Docol 600 DL EN AW-1050-H14

0.8mm 2.0mm 0.8mm 2.0mm
Direct Inverse Direct Inverse Direct Inverse Direct Inverse

A [MPa] 330.0 330.0 330.0 330.0 100.0 100.0 95.0 95.0
QR1 [MPa] 27.5 27.5 43.9 43.9 8.6 8.590 5.510 5.510
QR2 [MPa] 164.6 164.6 179.4 179.4 10.7 10.7 8.2 8.2
QR3 [MPa] 358.3 392.0 329.7 392.0 2.3e4 4.0 8.1e4 17.5
C1 [MPa] 1051.4 1051.4 1399.2 1399.2 1786.9 1786.9 1353.2 1353.2
C2 [MPa] 43.0 43.0 48.0 48.0 284.9 284.9 252.1 252.1
C3 [MPa] 7.4 5.9 7.5 6.4 4.3e-3 20.0 1.2e-3 5.570
C [–] 1.0e-3 5.0e-3 1.0e-3 5.0e-3 1.4e-2 1.0e-2 1.4e-2 1.0e-2
Wc [MPa] – 815.0 – 880.0 – 120.0 – 200.0
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Results of Docol 600DL Steel

In Figure 4.16, the responses of the 8.0mm and 2.0mm steel specimen are displayed.

The simulations are run with the two terms Voce rule (from Table 4.7) and either with or

without the strain rate hardening parameter C = 0.001. The red dot on the experimental

data indicates necking of the material. Both thicknesses seem to display a similar be-

haviour. The only difference is a slightly earlier neck of the Voce curves for the 2.0mm

test. It is evident that the power law exhibit a to stiff behaviour, hence there will be a

greater focus on adapting the Voce rule.
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(a) Engineering stress-strain curves for the
0.8mm specimen.
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2.0mm specimen.

Figure 4.16: FE simulations with hardening (Direct modelling method).

In Figure 4.17, the Voce rule with three terms and strain rate hardening are displayed.

With three Voce terms the model is able to represent the experimental data beyond

necking. The curve displaying the initial Voce fit, neck to early. The steel material ex-

hibit a large strain hardening up to necking, hence the third Voce term will most likely

underestimate the strain hardening. This is illustrated by the initial curve, and the third

Voce term is increased to get a better fit.
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(a) Engineering stress-strain curves for the
0.8mm specimen.
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(b) Engineering stress-strain curves for the
2.0mm specimen.

Figure 4.17: Optimization of the three term Voce rule (Inverse modelling method).

Results of Aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14

The results of the FE model for the 0.8mm and 2.0mm specimens, are displayed in Fig-

ure 4.18. The power law exhibit a to steep slope after necking, and does not give a suffi-

cient representation of the material behaviour. The engineering stress-strain response

for the Voce curve without hardening, displays a curve that neck to rapidly for both

specimen thicknesses. This may be a consequence of a rate sensitive behaviour and a

missing viscoplastic material description.

In addition to the analyses that include the Voce rule and the power law, two extra sim-

ulations are run with an additional rate sensitive hardening term. The C parameter

describes the rate sensitivity, hence a lower value exhibits a more saturated curve. An

initial strain hardening parameter C of 0.014 [72] is used to describe the material. How-

ever, in an attempt to decrease the initial curvature, C is set to 0.01. The simulations run

with strain rate hardening show a significant improvement. For the 0.8mm specimen,

the FE-model with C = 0.014 exhibits adequate results compared with the experimental

data.
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Figure 4.18: FE simulations with hardening (Direct modelling method).

As for steel, the aluminium model is run with a three terms Voce rule and with strain

rate hardening. The aluminium specimen exhibits a small strain hardening up to neck-

ing, and the third Voce term will most likely overestimate the large strain hardening as

illustrated in the initial FE model. By optimizing the parameters, the Voce rule gives a

good fit as shown in Figure 4.19.
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(a) Engineering stress-strain curves for the
0.8mm specimen.
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(b) Engineering stress-strain curves for the
2.0mm specimen.

Figure 4.19: Optimization of the three term Voce rule (Inverse modelling method).
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Chapter 5

Experimental Work

The experimental work is performed in the newly established shock tube facility at SIM-

Lab. An introduction of this laboratory instrument is therefore necessary. The pressure

distribution in the shock tube is validated, and the results from the shock tube experi-

ments are calibrated and evaluated.

5.1 The Shock Tube Facility at SIMLab

The shock tube utilized in the experiments of this thesis, is built by SIMLab at NTNU.

The shock tube, which has a total length of 18.275m, is made from the stainless steel

P355NH, and is designed according to EN13445−1 : 2009 [73]. An overview of the design

is depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the SIMLab shock tube facility [74].
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Figure 5.2: The shock tube facility at SIMLab.

The shock tube is divided into the following five sections:

• The driver section

• The firing section

• The driven section

• The window section

• The dump tank

The different parts of the tube can sustain various maximum working pressures. The

driver section is limited to 17MPa, while the driven section, window section and dump

tank are limited to 10MPa, 5MPa and 1.4MPa, respectively.

The driver tube is 2.02m long and has a inner diameter of 0.331m. The volume is ad-

justable with a maximum value of 173.8 dm3. In the experiments performed in this

thesis, the volume is set to 23.2 dm3 by using aluminium inserts, placing the inner wall

0.27m from the firing section. The volume is specifically chosen to recreate the desired

time and pressure distribution of an explosion.
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(a) The mechanism of the firing section.
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Figure 5.3: The firing section.

The firing section is displayed in Figure 5.3a. This section includes two intermediate

pressure chambers that can be separated by diaphragms. The diaphragms can be made

from different materials, depending upon the strength of the shock wave required. In

this thesis, the polyester Melinex is used. To obtain different firing pressures, the place-

ment and combination of the diaphragms are adjusted. SIMLab has performed a num-

ber of experiments to collect data of the pressure tolerances for different combinations

of the membranes. This data is available in Table C.1 in Appendix C. There is always

a possibility that the membranes used for achieving a certain driver pressure are not

available. The problem is solved by using a membrane composition that results in a

slightly higher pressure than intended. Figure 5.3b illustrates how the pressure is built

up in the shock tube. The filling starts with the driver chamber (chamber 1) and thereby

the two intermediate chambers (chambers 2 and 3). The chambers are all filled close

to the diaphragms tolerance. While the intended firing pressure is 1500 kPa, the Figure

5.3b displays a pressure of 1530 kPa. In this calibration experiment, the firing section

is divided by 2×0.25 mm thick Melinex diaphragms at three locations. By studying the

tolerance level in Table C.1, a total firing pressure of 3×5.8 bar =17.4 bar= 1740 kPa is

indicated. This is higher than the actual firing pressure obtained in the experiment.

In order for the diaphragms to rupture, venting of the intermediate chamber closes to

the driver is necessary. When venting is initiated, the pressure drops leading to a firing
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pressure less than the desired value. Consequently, in order to achieve a certain firing

pressure, the driver section should be filled with an additional 5-10% of the pressure.

A program developed by SIMLab, monitors the gas-filling and ensures a controlled and

automatic process [73].

The firing section is followed by the driven section. The cross-section is initially circular

with a transition to a 0.3×0.3 m2 square cross-section. As mentioned in the previous

section, a shock wave is generated when the diaphragms burst, leading to natural prop-

agation from the driver to the driven section.

At the end of the tube, a dump tank is installed. In the experiments performed in this

thesis, this is where the test objects are placed. An explanation of how the plates are

clamped to the end flange is given in Section 5.3.1. If the dump tank is open, it serves

to decrease the pressure in the system after the experiment.

It should be mentioned that there is another possibility regarding the placement of the

test specimen. By placing it in the window section in Figure 5.4, the flow around the ob-

ject can be studied. The object is then attached to the bottom of the section using bolts.

To record the effects of the shock wave, a camera placed on the side of the windows or

sensors attached directly on the test object can be used.

Figure 5.4: The window section.
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5.2 Verification of the Pressure

Before performing the plate experiments, it is important to investigate the pressure dis-

tribution in the shock tube. Ideally, the distribution should be uniform over the cross-

section when encountering the metal plate. To examine the applied pressure, the exper-

imental setup in Figure 5.5 is used. Ten sensors are placed along the vertical, horizontal

and diagonal line of a rigid plate to measure the pressure distribution on the plate.

(a) Sensors on the rigid plate.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental set up of the verification tests.

The experiment is performed for seven different driver pressures; 500,1000,1500,2000,2500,3500

and 4000 kPa. To examine the reliability of the results, the experiments of the first five

pressures are carried out three times. The membrane compositions for the different

pressures are shown in Table C.2 in Appendix C.

The results of the actual firing pressures are depicted in Table 5.1. As seen, it is difficult

to obtain a firing pressure identical to the intended driver pressure, and consequently

the repeatable tests show some diversity in the peak reflected pressures. However, these

differences are not significant and the experiments display a good reliability.

Three typical curves of the pressure-time history are displayed in Figure 5.6. While Fig-

ure 5.6a shows an experiment with uniform pressure distribution, Figure 5.6b displays

some variation of the pressure distribution for the different tests. As seen in Table 5.1,

the firing pressure of Test 4 deviates the most from the chosen driver pressure. The
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test displays a peak reflected pressure almost 10 % higher than the two other repeat-

able tests for the same experiment. The experiment with a driver pressure of 2500 kPa

expose the most consistent results for the three tests. The finale figure (Figure 5.6c) il-

lustrates disturbance on the pressure-time history. This is caused by debris of ruptured

diaphragms that are located inside the shock tube during the experiment. It should

be noted that some of the curves only display the positive phase of the pressure-time

history. This is a result of saving a too short time period of data. The pressure-time

histories for the remaining experiments are displayed in Section C.2.1 in Appendix C.

Table 5.1: Different driver and firing pressures of the calibration experiments.

Test Driver pressure Firing Pressure
# [kPa] [kPa]
1

500
570

2 520
3 520
4

1000
1120

5 1020
6 1020
7

1500
1570

8 1530
9 1530

10
2000

2000
11 2070
12 2080
13

2500
2500

14 2520
15 2530
16 3500 3580
17 4000 4080
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Figure 5.6: Typical pressure-time histories from the calibration experiments.
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As already mentioned, Figure 5.5b illustrates the placement of the different sensors lo-

cated directly on the rigid plate. By studying the figure closely, it is seen that not all

sensors are represented in the drawing. This is reasoned in that these sensors are lo-

cated along the driven section. The sensors S409 and S410 are placed closest to the test

specimen. Figure 5.7 illustrates the pressure-time history of a calibration test for three

specific chosen sensors; sensor 402 located on the rigid plate and sensors 409 and 410

located in front of the plate. Since the pressure distribution is uniform, it is sufficient

to only display the pressure-time history of the sensor located in the center of the rigid

plate. The pressure-time history illustrates how the shock wave encounters sensor 409

and 410 before impacting the plate. A more detailed explanation of how the blast wave

encounters the different sensors is given in the next section.
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5.2.1 Ideal Gas Theory

As mentioned in section 3.2, it is possible to apply the ideal gas theory to obtain the

pressures that generate within the shock tube. Table 5.2 displays the ideal gas parame-

ters that are used in the calculations of the different pressures. The values of the univer-

sal gas constant R and the specific heat ratio γ1 are found in the literature [75] [76]. The

molecular weight m1 is calculated for air and the temperature is assumed to be 20°C .

Table 5.2: Ideal gas theory parameters.

γ1 R T1 m1

[−] [J/mol ×K ] [K ] [kg /mol ]
1.401 8.3145 293 0.02897

By determining the velocity of the initial shock wave, the Mach number can be calcu-

lated. The Mach number is used in the derivation of the pressure behind the incident

shock wave P2 in Equation (3.12) and the pressure behind the first reflected shock wave

P5 in Equation (3.13). The calculated velocities, Mach numbers and different pressures

for the calibration tests are found in Table 5.3. As seen, only one test for each of the

calibration experiments is chosen.

Table 5.3: Velocity, mach number and pressures for the calibration tests.

Test Us Ms P1 P2 P5

# [m/s] [–] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa]
2 427.40 1.25 100.31 166.04 265.60
5 490.00 1.43 100.31 222.41 453.32
8 500.10 1.46 100.31 232.54 490.85

11 510.20 1.49 100.32 242.91 530.31
14 556.60 1.62 100.31 290.13 723.10
16 561.80 1.64 100.50 298.31 757.46
17 598.90 1.75 100.48 341.90 954.79

In order to compare the results from the ideal gas theory with the experimental data,

the incident and peak reflected pressures must be obtained. The incident peak pres-

sure is found by subtracting the pressure behind the incident shock wave from the ini-

tial pressure in the driven section, P2 −P1. The reflected overpressure is calculated by

subtracting P5 from P1. The results are displayed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 reveals great variations in the accuracy of the incident and peak reflected pres-
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sure when applying the ideal gas theory. Even though Test 5 gives a great representation

of the experimental peak reflected pressure, it overestimates the incident pressure by 26

%. On the contrary, the results from Test 11 are in good accordance with the incident

pressure, but it underestimates the peak reflected pressure by 24 %. These observation

applies for most of the tests. By evaluating the results, it is evident that the ideal gas

theory does not give an optimal representation of the incident and peak reflected pres-

sures of these calibration experiments. The main reason may be the assumption of a

constant blast wave through the shock tube. This is a simplification since the velocity

decreases as the blast wave travels through the shock tube.

Table 5.4: Incident and reflected peak pressure from the calibrations tests.

P2 −P1 P5 −P1

Test
Firing Ideal Exp.

Error
Ideal Exp.

Error
pressure theory data theory data

# [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [%]
2 520 65.7 63.2 4.0 165.2 201.8 18.1
5 1020 122.1 96.9 26.0 353.0 350.5 0.7
8 1530 132.2 119.9 10.3 390.5 400.7 2.5

11 2070 142.6 145.4 1.9 430.0 567.9 24.3
14 2520 189.8 170.3 11.5 622.8 637.7 2.3
16 3580 197.8 199.7 1.9 657.0 738.9 11.1
17 4080 241.4 226.3 6.7 854.3 936.8 8.8
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5.3 Component Test

Table 5.5 gives an overview of the nine component tests conducted in this thesis. It dis-

plays the chosen driver pressures, the actual firing pressures and the specific numbers

given to each of the experiments. The number is based on the formulation M X .Y −Z W .

While the M represents the material, X .Y gives the thickness of the plates in mm. The

two last digits Z W symbolize the intended driver pressure given in bar. The plates ap-

plied in the experiments are made of the two materials introduced in Chapter 4. The

different membrane compositions of the intended driver pressures are displayed in Sec-

tion C.3 in Appendix C.

As Table 5.5 indicates, it was not performed any experiments of the 2.0mm steel plates.

Since laboratory work and processing of the experimental data are time consuming,

it was decided to omit experimental research and perform a numerical study of these

plates instead.

Table 5.5: Experiments performed in the shock tube.

Material Driver pressure Firing pressure Test
[kPa] [kPa] [MX.Y-ZW]

Steel 0.8mm
1500 1623 S0.8-15
2500 2522 S0.8-25
3500 3735 S0.8-35

Aluminium

0.8mm
500 560 A0.8-5
750 820 A0.8-7.5

1000 1116 A0.8-10

2.0mm
1500 1527 A2.0-15
2500 2521 A2.0-25
3500 3701 A2.0-35
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5.3.1 Experimental setup

The steel and aluminium plates have the same dimension of 0.625×0.625m2, but only a

area of 0.3×0.3m2 is exposed to the blast wave. In an attempt to achieve fixed boundary

conditions, the plates are clamped to the end flange using M24 bolts and a clamping

frame. The clamping set-up is shown in Figure 5.8, and the bolts are tighten using a

torque wrench of 200Nm.

Figure 5.8: Clamping of the plate [74].

To capture the shock wave response, two pressure sensors are placed at the end of the

driven section. The pressure-time history is recorded by sensors 409 and 410, which

are denoted 1 and 2 in Figure 5.9. Two Phantom v1610 high-speed cameras are used

to capture the structural response. As seen in Figure 5.9, the separation angle between

the optical axes of the cameras are approximately 60 °. The cameras record data with

a frequency of 21 kHz, combined with an image resolution of 896×800 pixels and 12-

bit grey level digitization. To synchronize the pressure recordings with the images from

the high-speed cameras, an independent data acquisition system from National Instru-

ments (NI USB-6356) is used.

Figure 5.9: Sketch of the setup [73].
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Figure 5.10: Plate located in the clamping frame.

Figure 5.11: The dump tank and camera setup.
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5.3.2 Calibration of the pressure

Figure 5.12a describes the pressure-time history of the two sensors placed in front of the

plate. The shock wave encounters sensor 409 before 410. This corresponds to sensor

409 reaching its initial peak before sensor 410 on the plot. Subsequently, the incident

overpressure drops, representing the wave traveling from the latter sensor to the plate.

The wave is thereby reflected and encounters sensor 410 before 409. This implies that

sensor 410 is first to reach the second peak. The positive phase of the pressure ends

when the pressure decreases to its initial value. The pressure then briefly encounters

the negative phase before the pressure increases and surpasses the initial value again.
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of how to find the exact pressure subjected to the plate.

Since sensors 409 and 410 are located in front of the plate, there is no data of the exact

pressure applied to the plate for the component tests. To be able to estimate the exact

pressure, the time of contact between the plate and blast wave must be found. This is

easily done by utilizing the information in Figure 5.12b. The time ti is given as the time

it takes for the shock wave to travel from sensor 409 to 410. Since the distance between

the sensors is known, it is possible to calculate the corresponding velocity. By assuming

vi = vw all , the travelling time between the plate and the wave can be calculated.

When the time tw all is found, it is possible to use extrapolation to find the exact pres-

sure at the plate. Extrapolation is conducted by using the modified Friedlander Equa-
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tion (3.4) in Section 3.1.7. It is a common approximation when describing the pressure-

time history for blast loading on a continuous format. In Equation (3.4), the ambient

pressure P0 is set to zero and the incident pressure P+
s is replaced by the reflected over-

pressure Pr .

The three unknown parameters in the Friedlander equation are the reflected overpres-

sure Pr , the decay coefficient b and the positive duration t+. In order to determine the

value of these parameters, a curve fitting tool using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm

in MATLAB is applied. To verify the use of extrapolation back in time, the Friedlander

equation is used on the calibrated data where the pressure of the plate is already known.

Figure 5.13a shows the smoothed pressure-time history of sensors 402 and 410. The first

sensor is located directly on the rigid plate and the latter is placed in front of the plate.

By extrapolating the curve obtained by sensor 410, it is shown that the Friedlander fit

intersects with the maximum peak reflected pressure of sensor 402. Consequently, the

Friedlander Equation (3.4) can be used on the experimental data to estimate the peak

reflected pressure on the plate, illustrated in Figure 5.13b.
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Figure 5.13: Extrapolation of the pressure.
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The natural period of vibration Tn can be determined using an approximate method

with reasonable accuracy [77]. This method requires that both the structure and the

loading are idealized to some extent. In this calculation, the structure is simplified as

a single degree of freedom system. In addition, the elastic transformation factors for a

two-way slab with four fixed sides and the uniform load are applied. The elastic factors

are chosen since the expressions of the loading domains in Equation (5.2) are based

on elastic assumptions. The following equations are used when calculating the natural

periods,

ω=
√

ke

Me
=

√
KLk

KM Mt
=

√
k

KLM Mt
and T = 2π

ω
(5.1)

where KL , KM and KLM are load-,mass- and load-mass factors respectively. Different

values of these parameters are tabulated in the literature [77]. The spring constant is

expressed as k = 810E Ia/a2 and the mass is given by Mt = ρa2t where a is equivalent

to the short edge of the plate (0.3m). The natural periods are given in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Natural periods of vibration for the plates.

Material Elastic natural period, Tn

[ms]

Steel
0.8mm 13.2
2.0mm 5.3

Aluminium
0.8mm 13.4
2.0 mm 5.4
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5.3.3 Experimental Results

Table 5.7 gives the loading parameters and the maximum out-of-plane displacement

of the centre point umax . The values are obtained from for the sensor closest to the

plate, sensor 410. It should be noted that the blast wave parameters are limited to those

related to the positive phase.

During the experiment of A0.8− 10, the part of the plate subjected to the shock wave

was completely torn out of the clamping frame. As will be illustrated later, the pressure-

time history will deviate from the other experiments. Consequently, a Friedlander fit

is not performed for this experiment and the decay coefficient is therefore not found.

Since the plate fractures, the maximum displacement is not attainable. The maximum

peak reflected pressure, the positive duration and impulse are obtained directly from

the pressure-time history curve.

Table 5.7: Experimental results from the component tests.

Test Pr,max t+ b I+ t+/Tn umax

[kPa] [ms] [–] [kPa ×ms] [–] [mm]
S0.8-15 348.3 22.9 1.3 2735.9 1.7 18.4
S0.8-25 468.3 26.3 1.6 3993.6 2.0 22.1
S0.8-35 612.3 34.3 2.4 5370.2 2.6 26.8
A0.8-5 161.5 16.4 0.8 1081.3 1.2 23.8

A0.8-7.5 187.3 18.6 0.8 1413.6 1.4 27.6
A0.8-10 249.2 37.0 – 914.6 2.8 –
A2.0-15 345.4 24.6 1.2 3063.3 4.6 23.6
A2.0-25 460.6 28.6 1.7 4046.9 5.3 30.4
A2.0-35 640.4 39.5 2.2 6622.2 7.3 37.3

The characteristics of the loadings applied to the plates depend on the positive duration

t+ and the natural period of vibration Tn . The following loading domains are defined

[32],

t+
Tn

< 0.064 (Impulsive domain)

0.064 < t+
Tn

< 6.4 (Dynamic domain)

6.4 < t+
Tn

(Quasi-static domain)

(5.2)
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By evaluating Table 5.7 and the different loading domains, the loadings applied to the

plate are classified. While the loading in experiment A2.0−35 is characterized as quasi-

static, the other loadings belong to the dynamic domain. For a quasi-static loading, the

deformation is mainly related to the peak load and it is not dependent on the duration

of the loading. For the loading in the dynamic domain, the deformation is determined

by the entire load history. Consequently, the shape of the pressure-time curve is impor-

tant for the response of the plate [78].

In Figure 5.14, the maximum mid-point deflection is plotted against the maximum peak

reflected pressure. Since there is only two data points for the 0.8 mm aluminium plates,

it is challenging to state a relation that accounts for the loadings in general. All the data

points for the 0.8 mm steel specimens shows a nearly perfect correlation with the linear

fit. The results of the 2.0 mm aluminium plates are also in accordance with the linear

line. However, more data points are needed in order to state a representative relation.
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Figure 5.14: Peak reflected pressure and maximum displacement.
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Response of the Plates

Most of the shock tube experiments expose the same response patterns. However, two

of the aluminium plates experience failure. Figure 5.15 depicts three plates that exhibit

difference responses. Figure 5.15a displays test A0.8−7.5 that experience a typical defor-

mation. The A2.0−35 experiment displays a tear along one of the boundaries, shown

in Figure 5.15b. Figure 5.15c illustrates how the blast subjected plate in experiment

A0.8−10 is completely torn off from the rest of the plate. The pressure-time history for

the three corresponding responses are shown in Figure 5.16. While the pressure-time

histories for A0.8−7.5 and A2.0−35 display the same behaviour, the response is differ-

ent for the A0.8−10 experiment. When the plate fractures, the pressure propagates into

the dump tank. This is illustrated by a rapid decrease of the pressure-time history in

Figure 5.16c.

(a) Typical deformation. (b) Tearing along boundary. (c) Complete tearing.

Figure 5.15: Three different plate responses.
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(b) Tearing along boundary.
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Figure 5.16: Pressure-time histories of different component responses.
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Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 display selected plates exposed to blast loading. A typical

response for each of the materials is illustrated. For the aluminium experiment, images

of both thicknesses are shown. As seen, the steel plate exhibit prominent yield lines.

The yield lines accumulate from each corner and unite at the centre point of the plate.

The aluminium plates display a more arced response. This may be related to the stiff-

ness of the two materials. Steel has a elasticity modulus almost three times greater than

aluminium, and this may result in more visible yield lines of the steel plates compared

with the aluminium plates. The material characteristics of the two materials also lead to

greater deflections of an aluminium plate when exposed to the same loading as a steel

plate. The remaining plates used in the shock tube experiments are depicted in Section

C.3.2 in Appendix C.

(a) The front of the plate. (b) The backside of the plate.

Figure 5.17: Plate S0.8-35 after deformation.

(a) The front of the plate. (b) The backside of the plate.

Figure 5.18: Plate A0.8-7.5 after deformation.
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(a) The front of the plate. (b) The backside of the plate.

Figure 5.19: Plate A2.0-35 after deformation.

In order to fully illustrate the response process of the plates during the shock tube ex-

periment, a sequence of images from the high-speed cameras are shown. Figure 5.20

shows the response process of A0.8−7.5. This plate displays a typical deformation pat-

tern and the maximum mid-point deflection is 27.6mm. Figure 5.21 illustrates the com-

plete tearing of the plate in experiment A0.8−10. The tearing is initiated at one of the

boundaries, which implies a shear fracture of the plate. In the last frames it is seen how

the plate fractures around the boundaries and finally is completely torn off from the

clamping frame. In both of the sequences it is possible to study the propagation of the

yield lines as the response process evolves.

Figure 5.20: Typical deformation of a plate.
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Figure 5.21: Plate completely torn out of the clamping frame.
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3D-DIC post-processing and synchronized pressure

Based on the images from the high-speed cameras, a program called eCorr [79] is used

to find the deformation fields of the plates. A 3D-DIC processing of the plates are con-

ducted and it is therefore possible to obtain different plots of the plate’s response. The

three different plots illustrates,

a) The deflection in 3D.

b) The pressure and displacement distribution.

c) The displacement over the cross-section.

The 3D-plots provides a good understanding of the displacement field of the plate and

the second plot combines the pressure and displacement history of the plate. The third

graph illustrates the maximum mid-point deflection over the cross-section of the plate.

Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 illustrates the response process of the S0.8−15 experiment.

Three different time steps are chosen. Initially, at t = 0.833 ms, the plate has just started

to deform. The last frame, at t = 1.417 ms, displays the plate after reaching its maxi-

mum deflection. In the first illustration, the plate is slightly curved between the yield

lines. Ideally, this line should be straight. The curvature of the line is caused by an ini-

tially curved plate in the 3D-DIC calibration and not by the physics of the plate. The

plots illustrating the pressure and displacement history, includes two red marks. They

represent the respective time at the chosen frame.
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(a) t=0.833 ms.
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(b) t=0.833 ms
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(c) t=0.833 ms.

Figure 5.22: Response process of experiment S0.8−15.

(a) t=1.125 ms.
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(b) t=1.125 ms.
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(c) t=1.125 ms.

Figure 5.23: Response process of experiment S0.8−15.

(a) t=1.417 ms.
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(b) t=1.417 ms.
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(c) t=1.417 ms.

Figure 5.24: Response process of experiment S0.8−15.
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Further, the responses of the component experiments are plotted when the plate reaches

its maximum deflection. The plots are shown on the next pages. When evaluating the

plots, it is clear that some of the results are non-physical. This is especially illustrated in

Figures 5.28a, 5.28c and 5.32a. These results are a consequence of noise and highlights

in the 3D-DIC. When studying the displacement-time history, it is observed that oscil-

lations only occur for a few ms. After the shock wave impacts the plate, the pressure is

reflected. As illustrated in Figure 3.8 in Chapter 3, a pressure P5 exist after the reflection

of the shock. This pressure may behave as a constant force, preventing the oscillations

of the plate to occur.

Figure 5.25 displays an illustration of an ideal pressure and displacement plot. As shown,

the deformation of the plate starts between points 1) and 2). In most of the plots from

the component experiments, the beginning of the displacement curves are located be-

fore point 1) occurs. This is a result of an error in the synchronization between the

recorded pressure and the high-speed cameras.
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Figure 5.25: Illustration of an ideal pressure and displacement history plot.
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Responses of the 0.8 mm Steel Plates

(a) t=1.417 ms.
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(b) t=1.417 ms
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(c) t=1.417 ms.

Figure 5.26: Response process of experiment S0.8−15.

(a) t=1.833 ms.
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(b) t=1.833 ms
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(c) t=1.833 ms.

Figure 5.27: Response process of experiment S0.8−25.

(a) t=1.875 ms.
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(b) t=1.875 ms.
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(c) t=1.875 ms.

Figure 5.28: Response process of experiment S0.8−35.
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Responses of the 0.8 mm Aluminium Plates

(a) t=1.417 ms.
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(b) t=1.417 ms.
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(c) t=1.417 ms.

Figure 5.29: Response process of experiment A0.8−5.

(a) t=1.625 ms.
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(b) t=1.625 ms.
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(c) t=1.625 ms.

Figure 5.30: Response process of experiment A0.8−7.5.
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Responses of the 2.0mm Aluminium Plates

(a) t=2.375 ms.
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(b) t=2.375 ms.
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(c) t=2.375 ms.

Figure 5.31: Response process of experiment A2.0−15.

(a) t=2.500 ms.
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(b) t=2.500 ms.
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(c) t=2.500 ms.

Figure 5.32: Response process of experiment A2.0−25.

(a) t=5.542 ms.
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(b) t=5.542 ms.
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(c) t=5.542 ms.

Figure 5.33: Response process of experiment A2.0−35.
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5.4 Metallurgic Study of the Blast Subjected Plates

It is desirable to examine the cross-section of the plates after being exposed to the blast

loading. NTNU Metallurgy has performed a detailed study of the plates. The area of

interest is the crossing between the blast subjected domain and the clamping frame,

illustrated in Figure 5.34. While the top surface of the cross-section corresponds to the

front of the plate, the bottom surface is equivalent to the back side of the plate. Conse-

quently, it is the bottom surface that is subjected to the blast loading.

The backside of the plate

The front of the plate

Cross-section:

(1)

(2)

Figure 5.34: The area of interest of the metallurgic study.

NTNU Metallurgy has processed the plates and the results are shown in Figures 5.35,5.36

and 5.37. The study has been performed on the plate that displayed a typical deforma-

tion (A0.8−7.5), the plate that fractured along one of the sides (A2.0−35) and the plate

that was completely torn out of the clamping frame (A0.8−10).

The thickness displayed in Figure 5.35a are in good agreement with the nominal thick-

ness of the plate. Figure 5.35c and 5.35d shows the initiation of necking and the reduc-

tion in cross-section close to the neck.

Figure 5.36a indicates an accurate thickness of the 2.0mm plate. As seen in Figures

5.36b, 5.36c and 5.36d, the clamping frame clearly affects the plate. By studying the left

side of the neck, it is seen how a sharp edge is formed when the blast wave encounters

the plate. The figures also illustrates how localized the response is.
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(a) Position 2. (b) Position 2.

(c) Position 1. (d) Position 1.

Figure 5.35: Metallurgic study of experiment A0.8−7.5.

(a) Position 2. (b) Position 2.

(c) Position 2. (d) Position 2.

Figure 5.36: Metallurgic study of experiment A2.0−35.
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(a) Position 1. (b) Position 1.

(c) Position 1. (d) Position 1.

Figure 5.37: Metallurgic study of experiment A0.8−10.

Figure 5.37 illustrates the plate that were completely torn out of the clamping frame.

The measured thickness of position 1 is accurate compared to the nominal thickness.

The three next frames display the same image with different measurements. As ob-

served, necking initially occurs and thereby it results in a distinct shear fracture.

The results from the metallurgic study, display necking for the different plates. Since the

forming limit diagram in Section 3.4.1 is based on the same mechanism, this method

should provide good results of the capacity of the plates.
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96



Chapter 6

Analytical Calculations

There are several possible procedures when solving a plate problem. By applying an

empirical model, the expected mid-point deflection of the plate can be calculated. It

is important to understand that this approach does not obey physical laws as it only

provides a mathematical relation of previous experiments. Hence, an empirical model

is only applicable for experiments that satisfy the same requirements, e.g. loading and

boundary conditions. In order to perform calculations that apply for plates in general,

the yield line theory is introduced. By identifying a yield pattern of the plate, the col-

lapse load can be determined. Finally, an introduction of the pressure-impulse diagram

is given. By establishing this diagram, it is possible to evaluate if a certain loading will

lead to structural damage.

6.1 Empirical Model by Nurick and Martin

Nurick and Martin [8] [80] published a two part review of the theoretical considerations

and experimental work on the deformation of thin plates subjected to impulsive load-

ing . Even though the loadings in the blast experiments are characterized as dynamic,

it is interesting to see if the empirical model by Nurick and Martin is able to give a good

approximation of the mid-point deflection. Before conducting any calculations, an in-
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troduction of the empirical model is necessary.

In order to compare experimental results conducted by different researches using vari-

ous plate dimensions and plate materials, a dimensionless damage number is defined

as,

α= ρv2

σd
(6.1)

where ρ is the material density, v is the impact velocity andσd is the damage stress. The

damage number is used as a guide when evaluating the behaviour of metals exposed to

impact loading. It is a simplified method that does not consider boundary conditions,

structural geometry or the method of impact. By defining the damage number as a

function of the impulse, it can be written as,

α0 = I 2

A2
0t 2ρσ0

= I 2
0

t 2ρσd
(6.2)

where I is the total impulse, A0 is the area of the plate exposed to the impulse, I0 is the

impulse per area and t is the plate thickness.

A geometry number for quadrangular plates is introduced,

β= L

B
(6.3)

where L and B are the length and width of the plate. This parameter together with the

damage number are used when establishing an expression for the geometrical damage

number,

Ψ=
[
βα0

( A0

A

)2] 1
2

(6.4)

where A is the area of the plate.
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The aspect ratio λ defines the relationship between the distance from the plate centre

to the nearest boundary and the plate thickness t . For quadrangular plates the ratio is

given as,

λ= B

2t
(6.5)

By combining Equations (6.4) and (6.5), an expression for a modified damage number,

that includes dimensions and loadings, is defined,

φ=Ψλ (6.6)

For quadrangular plates Equation (6.6) becomes,

φq = I

2t 2(BLρσ0)
1
2

(6.7)

In their review, Nurick and Martin simplified the value of the damage stress by setting

it equal to the value of the static yield stress σ0. This simplification is also made when

performing the calculations of the steel and aluminium plates.

By performing a least square analysis of previous experimental results, an empiric re-

lation between the mid-point deflection and the thickness of quadrangular plates were

obtained,

(u

t

)
= 0.480φq +0.277 (6.8)

In order to calculate the expected mid-point deflection, several parameters need to be

known. While the different measurements and densities are easily obtained, the yield

stress and impulse are found from the experimental research. The yield stress is ob-

tained during the tensile testing of the materials and the positive impulse is given from

the shock tube experiments. The impulses are given in the unit N s which implies that

they have been multiplied with the area of impact. The different parameters along with
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the expected mid-point deflections are displayed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Expected mid-point deflections

Test σ0 I+ u
t umax

[MPa] [Ns] [–] [mm]
S0.8-15

318.7
246.2 195.5 156.4

S0.8-25 359.4 285.2 228.2
S0.8-35 483.3 383.5 306.8
A0.8-15

97.1
97.3 237.4 189.9

A0.8-7.5 127.2 310.2 248.2
A2.0-15

86.3
275.7 114.3 228.6

A2.0-25 364.2 150.9 301.8
A2.0-35 596.0 246.8 493.5

When evaluating the results, the expected deflections are unrealistic, exposing several

mid-point deflections larger than the actual length and width of the plate. The empir-

ical model by Nurick and Martin is based on loadings in the impulsive domain. In the

component experiments, the loading is characterized as dynamic. Since the impulse

and dynamic loading are dependent on different characteristics of the pressure-time

history curve, it is inadequate to use a model based on the wrong loading domain. Con-

sequently, the empirical model by Nurick and Martin is not suitable when obtaining the

mid-point deflection of the plates in this thesis.
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6.2 Empirical Model for the Shock Tube Experiments

Since the empirical model by Nurick and Martin was not able to give a good approxi-

mation of the mid-point deflection of the plates, it is decided to establish an empirical

model of the shock tube experiments. The empirical model is based on algebraic equa-

tions in correlation with experimental data. An easy way to establish an empirical rela-

tion is through a dimensional analysis based on the Buckingham Pi theorem [81]. The

theorem states that if there exists a physical law that gives a relation among a certain

number of physical quantities, then there is an equivalent law that can be expressed as

a relation among certain dimensionless quantities. It is important to understand that

the empirical relation is limited to the experimental conditions and the results can not

be extrapolated [81]. The variables that are assumed to have the greatest impact on the

deflection of the plate are displayed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Selected input variables.

Variable Symbol Unit Fundamental Dimension
Yield strength σ0 N /m2 F ·L−2

Thickness t m L
Density ρ kg /m3 F ·T 2 ·L−4

Pressure P N /m2 F ·L−2

mid-point deflection u m L

Based on the input variables, an expression of the mid-point deflection is found,

u = u(σ0, t ,ρ,P ) (6.9)

Due to the Buckingham Pi theorem, the chosen variables can be arranged on a matrix

form. By performing Gaussian elimination, the matrix problem is solved and the solu-

tions are displayed in Equation (6.10).

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

σ0 t ρ P u
F +1 0 +1 +1 0
L -2 +1 -4 -2 +1 =⇒
T 0 0 +2 0 0

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

σ0 t ρ P u
F +1 0 0 +1 0
L 0 +1 0 0 +1
T 0 0 +1 0 0
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a1 =−a4, a2 =−a5, a3 = 0 (6.10)

The dimensional analysis requires the equations to be dimensionally homogeneous.

Equation (6.11) must therefore be satisfied,

F 0 ·L0 ·T 0 =σa1
0 · t a2 ·ρa3 ·P a4 ·ua5

=σ−a4
0 · t−a5 ·ρ0 ·P a4 ·ua5

(6.11)

The terms with the same exponent are collected and the expression is rearranged as,

F 0 ·L0 ·T 0 =
( P

σ0

)a4
(u

t

)a5
(6.12)

or

u

t
= f

( P

σ0

)
(6.13)

Figure 5.14 in Chapter 5 indicates a linear relationship between the mid-point deflec-

tion and pressure. This is expressed as,

u

t
= K

( P

σ0

)
(6.14)

where K is a model constant which can be determined from a curve fit [65] of Equation

(6.14) to the experimental data from the shock tube.

The final expression of the mid-point reflection reads,

u = K t
( P

σ0

)
(6.15)

This is a very simple expression that only depends on a few variables. Since the empiri-

cal relation is linear, it may be sufficient to perform linear regression of the experimen-
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tal data. The empirical models obtained for the different plates are depicted in Figure

6.1. It should be noted that more experimental data are necessary to get a proper em-

pirical model.
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Experimental data
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(a) The 0.8mm steel plates.
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(b) The 0.8mm aluminium plates.
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(c) The 2.0mm aluminium plates.

Figure 6.1: Empirical models for the different metal plates.
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6.3 Yield Line Theory

Yield line theory is an ultimate load analysis. When a plate is loaded to its ultimate plas-

tic capacity in bending, yield lines start to form in highly stressed areas. Subsequently,

these yield lines develop into continuous plastic hinges forming a yield line pattern [82].

The collapse load may be found by applying the virtual work method. The fundamen-

tal principle of this approach states that the internal and external work must be equal.

While the internal work corresponds to the work done in the rotating yield lines, the ex-

ternal work is equivalent to the work done by the external loads. This is mathematically

expressed as,

We =Wi (6.16)

where the external load is given as,

We =


∑

(q ×u)for all regions for a point load∑
(q ×V )for all regions for a uniformly distributed load

(6.17)

and the internal load is expressed as,

Wi =
∑

(mp × l ×θ)for all regions (6.18)

where,

q is the load acting within a particular region of the plate

u is the vertical displacement of the load q on each region expressed as a fraction

of unity

V is the volume that forms when the initial geometry of the plate deforms

mp is the plastic moment capacity of the yield line

l is the length of the yield line or its projected length onto the axis of rotation for

that region

θ is the rotation of the region about its axis of rotation
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In order to use the yield line approach, it is necessary to assume a collapse pattern of

the plate. By evaluating the metal plates after the blast experiment, the yield pattern is

similar to a square pyramid (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Yield lines of the metal plates.

During the experiments, the plates are subjected to a uniform pressure distribution.

Hence, the second formula in Equation (6.17) is used. By studying the yield pattern

in Figure 6.2, it is evident that the volume of the deformed plate corresponds to the

volume of a pyramid. Consequently, the external work is given as,

We = q ×V = qL2u

3
(6.19)

By using trigonometry and assuming small deformations (tanθ ≈ θ), θ is obtained as

u
L
2
= 2u

L . By summing the contributions from all the yield lines, the internal work is

determined,

Wi = 16mp u (6.20)
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As a result, the collapse load in bending becomes,

q = 48mp

L2 (6.21)

where L = 0.3m and the plastic moment resistance is equal to σ0t 2

4 . The plastic moment

resistance is based on a static uniform loading. Since the loading applied to the plates

is in the dynamic domain, a dynamic yield stress is also introduced. It can be expressed

as Equation (6.22), by neglecting the strain hardening and temperature softening from

the Johnson-Cook Equation (3.37) in Section 3.6.

σd y =σ0

(
1+ ṗ

ṗ0

)C
(6.22)

As a simplification, C is set to 0.005 and ṗ is assumed to be 100s−1 for both the mate-

rials. The plastic equivalent strain rate ṗ0 is equal to 1e−4s−1 and 5e−4s−1 for steel and

aluminium, respectively.

The expected collapse loads in bending for the different plates are viewed in Table 6.3.

Here, qs and qd represent the static and dynamic collapse load in bending of the plates.

As the table displays, there is no significant difference of the two collapse loads.

Table 6.3: Expected failure loads in bending.

Plate mp,s qs mp,d qd

[kN m/m] [kN /m2] [kN m/m] [kN /m2]
Steel 0.8mm 0.051 27.2 0.055 29.1

Aluminium
0.8mm 0.016 8.3 0.017 8.8
2.0mm 0.086 46.0 0.092 48.9

By comparing the expected collapse loads in bending with the experimental data from

Section 5.7, it is evident that the yield line approach severely underestimates the col-

lapse loads of these experiments. This is counter-intuitive since the yield line approach

should give an upper bound solution, making the collapse load either correct or too

high [82].
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There are several reasons why this approach should not be applied when dealing with

blast experiments in this thesis. The yield line theory is a simplified method that is

based on a perfect-plastic material, neglecting hardening of the materials. The pre-

sented approach is also based on small deformations, only including bending of the

plate and ignoring membrane forces.

For plates undergoing finite deflections, membrane forces develop and they result in an

increase of the load-carrying capacity [83]. In plates subjected to blast loading, mem-

brane forces can be significant. It is therefore desirable to include these forces when

finding the expected collapse load.

Amdahl [83] has developed an expression for the collapse load that includes both bend-

ing and membrane forces. The derived relationship is shown in Equation (6.23). The

reader is referred to the literature [83] for a complete derivation of the expressions.

q

q0
=


1+ z2 α+(3−2α)2

9−3α if z≤ 1

2z
(
1+ α(2−α)

3−α [ 1
3z2 −1]

)
if z≥1

(6.23)

While the expression forα is independent of the boundary conditions, z and q0 in Equa-

tion (6.24) is given for a clamped plate.

z = u

t
, q0 =

48mp

α2L2 , α= L

B

(√
3+

(B

L

)2 − B

L

)
(6.24)

where,

L is the length of the plate

B is the width of the plate

u is the mid-point deflection of the plate

t is the thickness of the plate
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For a square plate α is equal to one and q0 becomes equivalent to Equation (6.21). The

collapse load in Equation (6.23) is then expressed as,

q =


q0(1+ z2 1

3 ) if z≤1

2zq0

(
1+ 1

2 [ 1
z2 −1]

)
if z≥1

(6.25)

where q is a function of the mid-point deflection of the plate, the thickness of the plate

and the collapse load in bending. The two latter variables are known and the collapse

load q is plotted by choosing different values of the mid-point deflection. While the

first expression in Equation (6.25) is used for values of u that lead to a z ≤ 1, the second

expression is used for values of u that result in z ≥ 1. Figure 6.3 depicts the collapse

load caused by bending only, and the collapse load due to the combination of bending

and membrane forces for the different plates. The figure also displays the experimental

data. The plots illustrate how the collapse-load capacity increases as membrane forces

develop. By introducing membrane forces, the calculated collapse loads give a better

approximation of the experimental data. However, by including membrane forces the

expected mid-point deflections are overestimated. The conservative results can be ex-

plained by Amdahl’s use of a static load.

In Section 5.3.3 in Chapter 5, the loading in experiment A2.0− 35 is characterized as

quasi-static. The experimental data from this test are therefore expected to correlate

better with the results obtained from Amdahl’s approach. By evaluating Figure 6.3c,

it is seen that there is no significant difference between this test compared with the

experiments with a loading in the dynamic domain.
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(b) Aluminium 0.8mm.
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Figure 6.3: Failure loads w/ and w/o membrane forces.
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6.4 Pressure-Impulse Diagrams

A pressure-impulse (P-I) diagram is used when evaluating if a loading leads to structural

damage [78]. In order to explain how P-I diagrams are established, it is necessary to

explain the conditions of the different loading domains illustrated in Figure 6.4.

Quasi-static loading occurs for large values of ωT , where ω represents the frequency

and T is the period of the plates. This means that only a small part of the loading dissi-

pates before maximum deformation is reached. In the quasi-static domain, the defor-

mation is related to the peak load P and the structural stiffness k. Hence, the response

does not depend on the duration of the period T and the mass of the structure m.

ωT0 > 40 =⇒ umax ≈ 2P0

k
(Quasi-static loading) (6.26)

Impulsive loadings are defined for small values of ωT . In this domain, the structure is

subjected to a loading that is removed before the structure has undergone significant

deformation. In the impulsive domain, the deformation depends on the area under

the load-time history curve. Consequently, different combinations of peak loads and

durations that lead to the same impulse, will result in the same maximum deformation.

ωT0 < 0.4 =⇒ umax ≈ I0p
km

(Impulsive loading) (6.27)

The domain that exists for intermediate values of ωT is called the dynamic domain.

Here, the deformation depends on the entire load history. Both the pressure, the im-

pulse, the structural stiffness and the mass, influence the response of the structure. As

a result, it is difficult to apply idealizations and analytical solutions in this domain be-

comes complex.

0.4 <ωT0 < 40 =⇒ umax =? (Dynamic loading) (6.28)

Figure 6.4 can be replotted as the dimensionless pressure-impulse diagram in Figure

6.5. While P 0 and I 0 are the values for the real pressures and impulses, P∗ and I∗ are
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Figure 6.4: Impulsive and quasi-static asymptotes [78].

asymptotic values. If umax is known, the asymptotic values for the quasi-static P∗ and

the impulsive I∗ are given as P∗ = k×umax
2 and I∗ =p

km×umax . The rectangular hyper-

bola curve is called a isodamage curve. It is applied when characterizing the condition

of a structure. If the applied pressure and impulse are located in the region above and

to the right of the curve, the structure is damaged. If the pressure and impulse are po-

sitioned in any other region, the structure should be unharmed [78].

The P-I diagram can be established through numerical simulations. By conducting sev-

eral analyses with different loadings, the quasi-static (force) asymptote can be deter-

mined. From each simulation, the loading P∗ and maximum deflection are plotted in a

diagram. By performing a curve adjustment of the points, an expression of P∗ is found.

The same procedure is executed when finding the impulsive asymptote. Here, analyses

are run with different P 0 and a time t0 that characterizes the loading as impulsive. By

plotting I∗ and umax , and applying a curve fitting of the points, an expression for the

impulse is defined. When both the asymptotes are determined, the isodamage curve

can be found. For each of the analyses, P 0

P∗ are plotted against I 0

I∗ . Afterwards, a new

curve fit is applied to the results from the analyses forming the isodamage curve [84].
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6.5 Discussion of the Plate Problem

Empirical models are based on real component behaviour, and consequently it gives an

approximate estimation of the structural response. It is an efficient and economic way

to get an assessment of the mid-point deflection of the plate. However, there are restric-

tions regarding the use of the empirical models and they are only valid for experiments

performed under the same conditions.

It is difficult to perform analytical calculations on a structure exposed to dynamic blast

loading. The yield line theory is an efficient method, but it is based on several simpli-

fications that are not suitable for the plate problem of this thesis. When only including

bending, the yield line theory severely underestimates the collapse load. When intro-

ducing membrane forces the expected collapse loads increase and give a better repre-

sentation of the plate problem.

Based on these observations, it is necessary to conduct numerical simulations in order

to properly investigate the plate problem. This is supported by the theory behind the

pressure-impulse diagram and Equation (6.4).
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Chapter 7

Numerical Study

Since the analytical approaches do not provide sufficient solutions of the plate prob-

lem, numerical simulations are introduced. Numerical approaches are also favourable

compared with real explosion experiments, due to economical aspects. The shock tube

experiments are recreated using the finite element method (FEM) and the FE program

Abaqus CAE. Further, the numerical model is validated by comparing the experimental

data with the numerical results.

7.1 Abaqus/Explicit

An explosion is classified as a wave propagation problem. In addition, blast loading

is a fast transient dynamic problem and the duration of the load applies in a few ms.

This requires small time steps, and explicit time integration is therefore well suited.

Abaqus uses the central difference method to solve the nonlinear dynamic equilibrium

equations. When applying an explicit method to solve nonlinear problems, numerical

instabilities may be difficult to detect. In order to discover these instabilities, an energy

balance check is performed for all the simulations [67]. The reader is referred to Section

A.1 in Appendix A for derivations and explanations of the explicit approach. To repre-

sent the geometry of the plate, the Lagrangian formulation described in Section A.2.2
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in Appendix A is employed.

Three different computers are used when running the numerical analyses. For more

time consuming analyses, Snurre, a cluster available at SIMLab with six processors is

employed. The simulations run with this computer are marked with two stars (**). The

analyses run with an Intel Core i5 personal computer with two processors are marked

with one star (*). If not otherwise stated, an Intel Core i7−3517U CPU personal com-

puter with two processors is applied.

7.1.1 Numerical Model

The numerical model is based on nominal geometry and material characteristics. Nat-

urally, the thickness and applied load are adjusted for each of the experiments.

In Chapter 4, the Voce hardening rule were found to be the best fit for the behaviour of

both steel and aluminium. Since the constitutive equation in Section 3.6 is defined with

the power law, a modified equation is obtained. By replacing the first term in Equation

(3.37) with the Voce rule, the constitutive equation reads,

σeq (σ) = (A+B pn )
(

1+ ṗ∗
)C [

1−(T∗)m
]
=

(
A+

2∑
k=1

Qk

(
1−e(−Ck p)

))(
1+ ṗ∗

)C [
1−(T∗)m

]
(7.1)

Since the Johnson-Cook model with the Voce hardening law is not implemented in

Abaqus, a user-defined material model is applied [68]. The material card for the in-

verse steel and aluminium model can be viewed in Section D.1.2 in Appendix D. In case

fracture of the plates occurs, the Cockcroft-Latham criterion is implemented. The pa-

rameters that are included in the material card are shown in Tables 7.1 and 4.8. While

most of the parameters in Table 7.1 are found directly from the literature [72] [85], the

strain rate hardening parameter and the equivalent plastic strain rate are modified to

satisfy the material behaviour. Ideally, adiabatic conditions apply in shock tube exper-

iments. This corresponds to χ = 0.9 in Equation (3.39). However, in the experiments

conducted in this thesis, the effect of the temperature is undetermined. It is therefore

decided to assume isotherm conditions (χ= 0) in the numerical model.
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Table 7.1: Johnson-Cook material parameters and thermal properties [72] [85].

E ν ρ C m χ Tr Tm Cp ṗ0
[MPa] [–] [kg /m3] [–] [–] [–] [K] [K] [J/kgK] [s−1]

Docol 600DL 210 000 0.30 7800 0.005 1 0 293 1800 452 1e-4
EN AW-1050A-H14 71 000 0.33 2710 0.010 1 0 293 918 899 5e-4

When establishing a numerical model, a combination of efficiency and accuracy is eval-

uated. It is desirable to include all essential features and exclude superfluous details.

Geometric irregularities, e.g. the thickness over the cross-section, may influence the

behaviour of the plate by reducing the load-carrying capacity. However, such irregular-

ities are neglected. Since the plates are slender, this simplification must be considered

when evaluating the results.

When choosing boundary conditions, the original plates from the experiments have

been studied. Since the plates experience minimal deformation in the bolt holes, it is

decided to only model the blast subjected part of the plate. The computational time is

reduced by modelling only a quarter of the plate and by applying two symmetry planes.

To represent the clamped boundary conditions, the plate is fixed along the edges.

The pressure load in the numerical model is defined as the tabulated values of the ex-

trapolated Friedlander curve. The Friedlander fit for each component experiment is

shown in section C.3.1 in Appendix-C. Consequently, the applied pressure-time history

in the numerical simulations are the same as in the shock tube experiments.

(a) Numerical model. (b) Deflection out of the plane.

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the FE model in Abaqus CAE.
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7.1.2 Sensitivity study

A sensitivity study is performed to make sure that the numerical model is not unnec-

essarily complex, but yet provides results that describe the problem with sufficient ac-

curacy. With this in mind, solid and shell elements with different element sizes are

evaluated.

There is no reason to believe that the outcome of the sensitivity study is different for

the steel and aluminium plates. It is therefore sufficient to use one experiment when

conducting this investigation. Experiment S0.8-15 is chosen as a point of reference

when comparing the numerical results with the experimental data. In the shock tube

experiment, this plate displayed a maximum and permanent deflection of 18.43mm

and 15.41mm, respectively.

Element type

In order to choose a proper element type, it is important to understand how the struc-

ture is likely to respond and also how the different elements behave. Solid elements are

preferable for bulky and complex 3D models. Since these elements can lead to large and

expensive analyses, shell elements are introduced when a more economical solution is

needed.

The solid elements used are C3D8R, a 8-node linear brick with reduced integration and

hourglass control. The shell elements are defined as S4R. This is a general-purpose el-

ement that allows the element thickness to change during the analysis. Since the S4R

accounts for finite membrane strains and arbitrarily large rotation, this element is suit-

able for large-strain analyses. By using a reduced integration rule with only one inte-

gration point, the CPU time decreases. A consequence of the reduced integration is

hourglassing, hence Abaqus performs hourglass control of the S4R elements [86].

When applying solid elements, the length-thickness ratio should be close to three. In

addition, to fully represent bending, the plate is defined with three elements through

the thickness. The plate’s thickness entails the use of very small elements in the solid

model and to save computational time, the length of the elements is somewhat in-
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creased. This result in each of the three elements through the thickness to have a size

of 1.00×0.42×0.26 mm3. To compare the solid and the shell model, the size of the shell

elements are set to 1.00×1.00 mm2.

The results in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.2 imply that the shell model overestimates the re-

sponse compared with the solid model. While the shell elements appear to give the

best initial maximum response, the solid model gives a better fit of the permanent de-

flection. The most prominent difference in the two analyses, is the CPU time. While

the solid model is relatively time consuming, the shell model is more effective. Since

the numerical results are fairly similar, the computation cost is the decisive parameter.

Consequently, solid elements are further neglected and a mesh sensitivity study is only

performed of the shell elements.
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Figure 7.2: Displacement-time history of solid vs. shell elements.

Table 7.2: Maximum and permanent deflection for solid and shell elements.

Element Deflection CPU time
type [mm] [h:min:s]

umax uper m.

Solid 17.7 15.9 [11:28:19]**
Shell 18.3 16.4 [01:03:40]**
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Element Size

A rule of thumb states that when applying shell elements, the size of the elements

should be between three and ten times the thickness. Hence, elements between three

and eight mm are tested. To study if greater element sizes affect the maximum mid-

point deflection, two additional analyses with an element size of ten and fifteen mm

are performed. Since bending dominates the behaviour of the plate, the number of in-

tegration points through the thickness must be checked. The Simpson rule is applied

when testing the number of integrations points of three, five and seven.

Table 7.3 and Figure 7.3 present the results from the mesh sensitivity study. The re-

sults show that while the maximum displacement umax is underestimated, the per-

manent response uper m. overestimates the deflection of the plate. The shape of the

displacement-time history is fairly similar, but one feature is different. In the experi-

mental data, the displacement is damped out over time, while in the simulations the

vibration response presents no damping. This can be explained by the fact that no

structural damping is embedded in the numerical model [72]. It is important to re-

member that from a engineer point of view, the maximum deflection is of main interest

when designing a structure.
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Figure 7.3: Displacement-time history for different element sizes.
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Table 7.3: Different element sizes and the corresponding deflections.

Element size Integration points Deflection CPU time
[mm] through thickness [mm] [h:min:s]

umax uper m.

3
3 18.32 16.37 [00:05:37]
5 18.32 16.42 [00:08:08]
7 18.32 16.39 [00:11:07]

5
3 18.27 16.42 [00:01:22]
5 18.28 16.42 [00:01:51]
7 18.28 16.41 [00:02:39]

7.5
3 18.17 16.44 [00:00:24]
5 18.16 16.45 [00:00:36]
7 18.17 16.45 [00:00:50]

10
3 17.97 16.44 [00:00:14]
5 17.99 16.43 [00:00:19]
7 17.80 16.45 [00:00:24]

15
3 17.73 15.97 [00:00:06]
5 17.73 16.00 [00:00:08]
7 17.76 16.01 [00:00:10]

Results from the Sensitivity Study

By evaluating the results from the previous section, a choice can be made regarding the

element size and the number of integration points of the numerical model. Both ef-

ficiency and accuracy of the analyses are considered. The element size of 3mm gives

the best correlation with the maximum response. However, the variation of the maxi-

mum mid-point deflection for the three smallest elements sizes is insignificant. Con-

sequently, the computational time is the decisive parameter regarding the choice of

element size.

When evaluating the number of integration points through the thickness, it is evident

that by increasing the number of integration points, the computational time increases.

There is no significant change in the maximum mid-point deflection when the number

of integration points are altered.

Based on these observations, it is decided to use a numerical model with an element

size of 7.5 mm and with five integration points through the thickness. To verify that

numerical instabilities are not present in the simulation, an energy balance check is

performed. In a finite element model the sum of all energy components should be con-
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stant. In addition, the artificial strain energy which includes energy stored in hourglass

resistance and transverse shear, should be insignificant compared with the internal en-

ergy. Finally, a simulation with full integration is run to ensure that reduced integration

is sufficient. The results are displayed in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. As seen, there is no

numerical instabilities in the model, and reduced integration is adequate.
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Figure 7.4: Verification of the established numerical model.
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7.1.3 Numerical Results

All the shock tube experiments are simulated using the numerical model presented. To

verify the use of this numerical model, the experimental data and the numerical results

are compared. In the next sections, the results are displayed graphically. In addition,

tables show the deviation of the maximum deflection obtained by the numerical simu-

lations.

Steel Plates

The results from the numerical simulations of the steel plates are in accordance with

the experimental data. While tests S0.8 − 15 and S0.8 − 25 slightly overestimates the

maximum deflection, the S0.8− 35 experiment underestimates the peak response by

0.34 %. The deviations are, however, insignificant and the steel model displays excellent

results compared with the component tests.
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Figure 7.5: Numerical analyses of the 0.8mm steel plate.

Table 7.4: Experimental data vs. numerical results for the 0.8mm steel plate.

Test umax Deviation
[mm] [%]

Experimental data
S0.8-15

18.43
0.43

Numerical result 18.51
Experimental data

S0.8-25
22.09

1.13
Numerical result 22.34

Experimental data
S0.8-35

26.78
0.34

Numerical result 26.69
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Aluminium Plates

The thinnest aluminium plates displays a larger deviation from the maximum deflec-

tion than the steel plates with the same thickness. Both tests A0.8− 5 and A0.8− 7.5

overestimates the initial peak with 10.51% and 7.39%, respectively. This may be rea-

soned in a overestimated Friedlander extrapolation, leading to a too high peak reflected

pressure. Another possibility is that the actual plate thickness deviates for the nominal

value used in the modelling of the numerical model. The latter statement however,

contradicts the observations of the A0.8−7.5 plate in the metallurgic study performed

in Section 5.4.
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Figure 7.6: Numerical analyses of the 0.8mm aluminium plate.

Table 7.5: Experimental data vs. numerical results for the 0.8mm aluminium plate.

Test umax Deviation
[mm] [%]

Experimental data
A0.8-5

23.78
10.51

Numerical result 26.28
Experimental data

A0.8-7.5
27.59

7.39
Numerical result 29.63
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The numerical results of the thicker aluminium plates give a better estimation of the

experimental data. While the tests A2.0− 15 and A2.0− 25 underestimates the initial

peak, the A2.0−35 simulation overestimates the experimental results by 5.95%. When

exposed to the blast waves in the shock tube, the A2.0− 35 experiment experience a

fracture along one of the sides. In the numerical simulation, this rupture does not occur.

This may be reasoned in the simplification of the boundary conditions. It may also

imply that the numerical model exhibit a too stiff response.
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Figure 7.7: Numerical analyses of the 2.0mm aluminium plate.

Table 7.6: Experimental data vs. numerical results for the 2.0mm aluminium plate.

Test umax Deviation
[mm] [%]

Experimental data
A2.0-15

23.58
3.69

Numerical result 22.71
Experimental data

A2.0-25
30.43

3.84
Numerical result 29.26

Experimental data
A2.0-35

37.16
5.95

Numerical result 39.37
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Discussion of the Numerical Results

It is important to be critical when evaluating the numerical results. It is challenging

to recreate the shock tube experiments perfectly and consequently the simulations are

based on several simplifications. The boundary conditions are not ideally represented

and the same applies for the thickness of the plates. The plate thicknesses are taken

from the material cards from the supplier and the variation of the thickness over the

cross-section is ignored. This contradicts the discoveries that were done when measur-

ing the dog bone specimens.

The numerical results of the steel plates are in good agreement with the experimental

data. The deviations of the numerical results are greater for the aluminium plates, es-

pecially for the simulations performed of the thinnest plates. If the material input is

disregarded, the numerical models for the steel and aluminium plates are identical. In

Chapter 4 the material characteristics were optimized, providing a good fit for both the

steel and aluminium materials. It should be noted that in the optimization procedure,

one parameter is altered at a time. Therefore, the value of each parameter depends on

one another. Consequently, the dependency of the parameters should be taken into

consideration when evaluating the results. It is also possible that there may be an inac-

curacy in the implemented Friedlander curves, causing errors in the numerical simula-

tions.

Experiment A2.0 − 35 exhibits a fracture along one of the boundaries. However, the

numerical model is not able to capture this behaviour and fracture does not occur in

the simulation. This may indicate that the numerical model exhibit a too stiff response.

The lack of fracture may also be a result of the simplified boundary conditions.

From an industrial perspective, the numerical simulations display sufficient accuracy.

The simulation with the greatest deviation displays a maximum deflection of only 2.5mm

more than the experimental data. From an design point of view, this error is insignifi-

cant. However, some of the simulations underestimates the maximum response of the

plates. This implies a non-conservative solution of the plate problem, which is unfor-

tunate in structural design.
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Parameter Studies

To investigate how different parameters influence the response of the plate, several pa-

rameter studies are conducted. The investigation of some of the parameters are based

on observations done in previous chapters of this thesis. The numerical model of the

0.8mm aluminium plate displayed larger deviations than the other numerical simula-

tions. It has been speculated if the deviations are a result of an inaccurate Friedlander

curve or by a variation of the thickness over the cross-section. Consequently, it is nat-

ural to investigate these two parameters. In addition, it was not performed any blast

experiments on the 2.0mm steel plates. A study is therefore performed in order to eval-

uate the capacity of the steel plates. Several other parameters are also investigated.
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8.1 Plate Thickness

The plates applied in this thesis are relatively thin. When managing such small thick-

nesses, a small variation may be crucial for the response. It is therefore decided to study

the effect of the response by altering the magnitude of the thickness. The maximum de-

viation from the nominal thickness is set to ±0.10mm.

Table 8.1: Maximum mid-point deflection for different thicknesses.

Test Plate Thickness umax Deviation CPU time
[mm] [mm] [%] [h:min:s]

S0.8-15

0.70 20.12 9.35 [00:00:44]*
0.75 19.10 3.80 [00:00:44]*
0.80 18.16 1.30 [00:00:37]*
0.85 17.32 5.87 [00:00:37]*
0.90 16.55 10.05 [00:00:37]*

A0.8-7.5

0.70 33.08 19.86 [00:00:42]*
0.75 31.09 12.64 [00:00:40]*
0.80 29.87 8.22 [00:00:37]*
0.85 27.87 0.98 [00:00:38]*
0.90 26.50 3.99 [00:00:38]*

A0.8-25

1.90 30.54 0.46 [00:00:41]*
1.95 29.83 1.88 [00:00:40]*
2.00 29.14 4.14 [00:00:35]*
2.05 28.49 6.28 [00:00:40]*
2.10 27.87 8.32 [00:00:38]*

While Table 8.1 gives the tabulated values from the parameter study, Figure 8.1 graphi-

cally illustrates the maximum displacement as the thickness is altered. The numerical

simulation of the steel plate gives the most accurate result when using the nominal

thickness. For the A0.8 − 7.5 experiment, the simulation with an increased nominal

thickness of 0.05mm gives the best accuracy. It is observed that by underestimating the

thickness, the error of the simulations rapidly increases. This illustrates the sensitivity

of this parameter. For the A2.0− 25 experiment, a thickness of 1.90mm results in the

least deviation from the experimental data. Consequently, different trends are shown

for the various plates. The overall impression indicates that the thinnest metal plates

are most affected by a change in thickness. This is naturally explained by a higher per-

centage increase of the thickness compared with the 2.0mm plates.
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Figure 8.1: Maximum displacement when altering the thickness of the plates.
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8.2 Steel vs. Aluminium Plates

Steel and aluminium have similar structural applications. However, the two materials

display important differences in both physical and mechanical properties. This must

be accounted for in the design process.

Figure 8.2a shows a steel and aluminium plate with a thickness of 0.8mm subjected

to the same peak reflected pressure of 348.3 kPa. While the aluminium plate displays

a mid-point deflection of 52.6mm, the steel plate only experience a displacement of

18.2mm. This is related to the characteristics of the two materials.

Research is conducted on an aluminium plate with a scaled thickness exposed to the

same peak reflected pressure. The thickness is increased by a factor equal to the ratio

of the two densities, ρsteel
ρaluminium

. This result in a plate thickness of 2.3mm.

The time-displacement history for the steel and the scaled aluminium plate are de-

picted in Figure 8.2b. As expected, the mid-point deflection of the aluminium plate

decreases. The mid-point deflection is now 20.2mm, which corresponds to a decrease

in the maximum response of 78 %.

Even though the thickness has been adjusted, the 2.3mm aluminium plate still displays

a maximum deflection that is greater than for steel. The mid-point deflection is 11.2

% greater for the aluminium plate than for the steel plate. It is thereby observed that

even by scaling the thickness of the aluminium plate, it still can not compensate for the

reduced strength that aluminium displays compared with steel.

Table 8.2: Physical properties and maximum mid-point displacement.

Test ρ E umax

[kg /m3] [MPa] [mm]
S0-8-15 7800 210 000 18.2
A0.8-15

2710 71 000
52.6

A2.3-15 20.2
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Figure 8.2: Displacement-time histories for plates exposed to a peak reflected pressure of 348.3kPa.
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8.3 Strain rate sensitivity

The viscoplastic material parameter C , is a value determined by material tests. Since

these tests are not performed in this thesis, the strain rate parameter is unknown. This

variable plays an important role in how the strain hardening term in the modified Johnson-

Cook model hardens. Naturally, a high C factor results in a more resistant material re-

sponse.

Since the viscoplastic material parameter is not identified, a point of reference is needed.

In the literature, C is given the value of 0.01 and 0.014 for steel and aluminium, respec-

tively [1] [85]. When performing the optimization of the material behaviour, values of

0.005 and 0.01 for steel and aluminium were found to be more representative. Table 8.3

displays the different values of C that are used when performing this study.

Table 8.3: Maximum mid-point deflection for the viscoplastic material parameter.

Test C umax Deviation CPU time
[–] [mm] [%] [h:min:s]

S0.8-15

0.000 18.38 0.11 [00:00:33]
0.001 18.34 0.33 [00:00:34]
0.005 18.16 1.30 [00:00:34]
0.010 17.90 2.72 [00:00:37]
0.020 17.13 6.90 [00:00:38]

A0.8-7.5

0.000 32.84 18.99 [00:00:30]
0.001 32.54 17.89 [00:00:30]
0.010 29.63 7.36 [00:00:30]
0.014 28.60 3.62 [00:00:33]
0.020 27.49 0.39 [00:00:31]

Table 8.3 indicates that by neglecting the strain hardening term the simulation of the

S0.8−15 experiment gives the best accuracy. By increasing the value of C , the stiffness

of the response is greater and consequently the error of the simulation increases. The

value applied in the numerical model provides an improved result compared to the

value given in the literature.

For the A0.8−7.5, the numerical simulations display better accuracy as the C param-

eter increases. This may illustrate that the aluminium is a viscoplastic material. As

mentioned in Chapter 4, a material as pure as the aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14

is very strain rate sensitive. Consequently, the material is more effected by the value
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of the strain rate parameter compared with Docol 600 DL steel. The C parameter from

the literature is more suitable than the value obtained from the inverse modelling. This

illustrates one of the consequences by optimizing a material behaviour dependent on

several parameters.

The results from this parameter study are illustrated in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: Maximum displacement for the chosen strain-rates.
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8.4 Pressure Distribution

The pressure applied to the plate is described by the Friedlander Equation (3.5). In

Section 5.3.2, a curve fitting tool were used to obtain the three unknown parameters

of this equation; the reflected overpressure Pr , the positive duration t+ and the decay

coefficient b. When investigating how the pressure distribution influences the response

of the plate, two approaches are possible,

• Pr and b are held constant, while t+ varies

• t+ and b are held constant, while Pr varies

The procedures are illustrated in Figure 8.4.

t+= varies

Pr=constant

Friedlanderfit

P (t)

t

t+= constant

Pr=varies

Friedlanderfit

P (t)

t

I+ I+

P (t) = Pr(1− t
t+
)exp(−bt

t+
)

Figure 8.4: Friedlander fit with constant pressure and period, respectively.

The Friedlander parameters for the chosen steel and aluminium experiments are dis-

played in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4: Friedlander parameters for the experiments.

Test Pr t+ b
[kPa] [ms] [–]

S0.8-15 348.3 22.9 1.3
A0.8-7.5 187.3 18.6 0.8

The chosen peak pressures and periods together with the impulse of the positive phase

and the maximum displacement, are displayed in Tables 8.5 and 8.6. The values ob-

tained in the experiment are used as a reference, when choosing which peak pressures

to test. To get a representative selection of the peak pressures, both lower and higher
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values of the reference pressure are tested. To focus on the effect of altering the peak

pressure and the period, it is desirable to exclude the possibility of the plate to go to

fracture. Hence, when studying the aluminium plate, only peak reflected pressures less

than 345.4 kPa are used in the analyses.

The blast loads applied to the plates are characterized as dynamic. Consequently, an

increase of the maximum deflection is expected as the magnitude of the peak reflected

pressure increases. This trend is clearly shown in Figure 8.5. Compared with the steel

plate, the maximum deflection of the aluminium plate increases more rapidly as a greater

peak reflected pressure is applied. This is related to the material characteristics.
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Figure 8.5: Maximum mid-point deflection for different peak reflected pressures.

Table 8.5: Maximum mid-point deflection for different peak reflected pressures.

Test Pr I+ umax CPU time
[kPa] [kPa×ms] [mm] [h:min:s]

S0.8-15

150 1154.30 9.44 [00:00:36]*
250 2680.30 14.71 [00:00:34]*
350 2693.40 18.56 [00:00:39]*
450 3462.90 21.77 [00:00:39]*
550 4232.50 24.39 [00:00:34]*

A0.8-7.5

100 712.32 18.41 [00:00:29]*
150 1068.59 24.74 [00:00:36]*
187 1334.20 29.57 [00:00:28]*
200 1424.60 31.25 [00:00:33]*
250 1780.80 38.10 [00:00:32]*
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The period does not affect the deflection of the plates to the same extent as when al-

tering the peak pressure. The plates only expose a small change of the maximum dis-

placement when the positive duration is altered. This is illustrated in Figure 8.6. In-

tuitively, the maximum displacement should increase as the impulse increases. While

the aluminium plate displays these characteristics, the steel plate has a rather counter-

intuitive behaviour. When the duration exceeds 20 ms, the displacement decreases as

the impulse increases. It is assessed if these results are caused by discretization of the

pressure-time history curve in Abaqus.
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Figure 8.6: Maximum mid-point deflection for different positive durations.

Table 8.6: Maximum mid-point deflection for different positive durations.

Test t+ I+ umax CPU time
[ms] [kPa×ms] [mm] [h:min:s]

S0.8-15

10 1005.80 16.57 [00:00:23]*
15 1524.70 16.74 [00:00:26]*
20 2040.00 17.00 [00:00:34]*
23 2338.10 16.71 [00:00:39]*
25 2553.90 16.53 [00:00:41]*
30 3067.20 16.46 [00:00:48]*

A0.8-7.5

5 266.30 23.46 [00:00:16]*
10 579.29 24.79 [00:00:19]*
15 880.49 25.06 [00:00:27]*
19 1095.30 25.26 [00:00:32]*
20 1179.20 25.47 [00:00:32]*
25 1476.90 25.15 [00:00:40]*
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The results from this parameter study reveals some important aspects of the blast load-

ing. Since the loading is defined in the dynamic domain, the entire pressure-time his-

tory is important for the response of the plate. It is observed that by keeping the peak

reflected pressure and the decay coefficient constant, and by only changing the period,

the mid-point deflection displays small variations. This illustrates the importance of

the peak reflected pressure compared with the duration of the period.
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8.5 Material Parameters

In order to obtain a representative material response, it is crucial to have a good de-

scription of the material. In Chapter 4, both direct and inverse methods are used when

characterizing the material behaviour. While the direct model (two Voce terms) gives a

good description of the material before necking, the inverse model (three Voce terms)

gives the best fit after necking. It is interesting to investigate if the initial model gives

sufficient results or if a more complex model is necessary to achieve a satisfying plate

response.

The direct model applied in the simulations is based on the specimen that displayed the

best fit of the material behaviour during the tensile tests in Chapter 4. The numerical re-

sults of the two methods are displayed in Table 8.7. In addition, the material curves and

the displacement-time history of the two modelling approaches and the experimental

data are obtained.

Table 8.7: Maximum mid-point deflection for different material models.

Test Model umax Deviation CPU time
[mm] [%] [h:min:s]

S0.8-35
Direct 27.7 3.4 [00:00:30]

Inverse 26.7 0.4 [00:00:40]

A0.8-7.5
Direct 27.5 0.4 [00:00:27]

Inverse 29.6 7.2 [00:00:31]

A2.0-35
Direct 37.9 1.6 [00:00:40]

Inverse 39.4 5.6 [00:00:54]

The material curves for the 0.8mm steel plate in Figure 8.7a, are almost identical for

the direct and inverse methods. However, Figure 8.7b illustrates how the direct model

slightly overestimates the initial peak compared with the inverse approach. While the

inverse model deviates 0.4% from the maximum response, the direct model displays an

error of 3.4% from the experimental data.
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Figure 8.7: Numerical results of test S0.8−35 for direct and inverse material models.

By studying Figure 8.8a, there is a significant change in the curves of the direct and

inverse method, for small plastic strains. This may be related to the direct approach

using too few data points when creating the curve. In general, the plate problem ex-

hibits small strains. Consequently, the beginning of the plastic strain curve is impor-

tant. Since the direct model experiences smaller stresses than the inverse model in this

area, the direct model may exhibit a smaller mid-point deflection. This leads to a better

fit of the direct model compared with the experimental data.
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Figure 8.8: Numerical results of test A0.8−7.5 for direct and inverse material models.
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Figure 8.9a displays material curves of the 2.0mm aluminium plate. The curves exhibit

the same trend as for the thinner plates. In the beginning of the curve, the inverse model

experiences higher stresses than the direct model. This leads to a better representation

of the mid-point deflection by utilizing a direct approach.
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Figure 8.9: Numerical results of test A0.8−35 for direct and inverse material models.

It is reasonable to be familiar with the strains occurring in the experiments, before

choosing a suitable material approach. From an industrial point of view, simple mod-

els are preferable when finding the material characteristics. While the inverse model

is time consuming and requires experience to execute, the direct method is more ef-

fective. By evaluating the results from this numerical study, it is revealed that for the

aluminium plates a direct approach is suitable concerning both the accuracy and ef-

ficiency of the analyses. For the analyses of the steel plate, the inverse model gives

a slightly better result. However, the difference in accuracy of the direct and inverse

method are too small to make up for the computational time is takes to execute the

inverse analyses. Consequently, for the analyses performed in this thesis, a direct ap-

proach is sufficient.
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8.6 Temperature

The shock tube experiments generate a high-speed blast wave. Consequently, it is inter-

esting to investigate the temperature development when impact occurs. The finite el-

ement method calculates a temperature change independent on how rapid the strains

in the structure develop. However, the temperature increase is highly coupled to the

strain rate. If a load is applied quasi-static, heat transfer to the environment occurs.

On the contrary, if the loading is applied rapidly (as in the shock tube experiments) the

temperature increase remains concentrated in the material. The latter effect is called

an adiabatic process, where there is no heat transfer into or out of the system.

When considering the temperature, there are three options regarding the temperature

mechanism. Either the process is defined as isotropic, as adiabatic or as a thermo-

coupling. Due to the complexity of a thermo-coupling, only the isotropic and adiabatic

processes are investigated in this study.

Until now, the thermal softening term included in the constitutive relation in Equa-

tion (7.1) in Chapter 3, has been neglected by defining an isotherm process. Equa-

tion (8.1) illustrates the temperature change. It includes the Taylor-Quinney factor χ,

which presents the part of plastic work converted into heat. To represent adiabatic and

isotherm conditions, χ is set to 0.9 and 0.0, respectively.

∆T =
∫ p

0

χσeq

Cpρ
dp (8.1)

Figure 8.10 illustrates the transformation from isothermal to adiabatic conditions. The

relation between the total strain rate and the thermodynamic conditions is deduced by

Lindholm and Johnson [87]. The threshold values are only approximate and they are

normally used as a rule of thumb. As depicted, the thermodynamic state changes from

isotherm to adiabatic as the total strain rate increases. For aluminium, the alteration

of the conditions starts at a strain rate of 100. For steel this transition does not occur

until the strain rate reaches 1000. In Equation (8.1) it is evident that the temperature

supplement depends on the equivalent plastic strain rate and not the total strain rate

used in Figure 8.10. However, as long as the load is applied monotonically, the total
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strain rate gives a fair approximation of the equivalent plastic strain rate.

100 1000

Isotherm

Adiabatic
Aluminium Steel

ε̇
10000

Figure 8.10: Transition from isotermal to adiabatic conditions [87].

By evaluating Table 8.8 and Figure 8.11, the results imply that the materials are not re-

markably affected by the temperature softening term. Both steel and aluminium exhibit

relatively small strain rates, hence it is not a large temperature change in the material.

Table 8.8: Maximum mid-point deflection for different values of χ.

Test χ umax ṗmax CPU time
[–] [mm] [s−1] [h:min:s]

S0.8-15
0.00 18.16 104.4 [00:00:37]
0.90 18.16 104.5 [00:00:33]

A0.8-7.5
0.00 29.63 236.9 [00:00:35]
0.90 29.67 237.1 [00:00:35]
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Figure 8.11: Displacement-time history for isotherm and adiabatic processes.
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8.7 Capacity of the Steel Plates

By conduction numerical simulations of the steel plates, it is possible to get an esti-

mation of the maximum mid-point deflection for various peak reflected pressures. It

is desirable to investigate the magnitude of the peak reflected pressure that leads to

fracture of the 0.8mm and 2.0mm steel plates.

The pressure applied to the plates is described by the Friedlander equation. In this

study, the decay coefficient b and the positive duration t+ is set to 2.5 and 35.7ms, re-

spectively. These values are based on observations from the previous shock tube exper-

iments. The peak reflected pressure Pr is altered and adjusted before performing the

simulations.

A considerable amount of simulations have been run, but only a few are displayed in

Table 8.9. The results imply that a peak reflected pressure of approximately 4200 kPa

will lead to fracture of the thinnest plates. For the thicker plates, the pressure must

exceed 10000 kPa for fracture to occur. As explained in Chapter 5, the maximum driver

pressure is limited by the volume of the driver section and the tolerance level of the

shock tube. With these factors considered, the maximum obtainable driver pressure is

of 17MPa. Due to the accessible diaphragms and the adjusted volume, it is only possible

to subject the plates in this thesis to a peak reflected pressure of 2400kPa. As observed,

greater pressures are needed to obtain fracture of either of the plates.

Table 8.9: Maximum mid-point deflection for different peak reflected pressures.

Test Pr I+ umax CPU time
[kPa] [kPa×ms] [mm] [h:min:s]

S0.8

1000 8998 37.23 [00:00:34]
2100 18896 66.22 [00:00:37]
3100 27894 94.27 [00:00:41]
4100 36892 128.99 [00:00:41]
4200 37792 Fracture [00:00:48]

S2.0

1800 16196 28.41 [00:00:35]
5000 44990 60.96 [00:00:36]
9000 80982 106.67 [00:00:39]

10000 89980 121.29 [00:00:39]
10700 96279 Fracture [00:02:02]
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In figure 8.12, an illustration of a 0.8mm steel plate that fractures is given. As depicted,

the propagation of the yield lines is prominent. As already mentioned, the simulations

are based on a number of simplifications. When using the Cockcroft-Latham fracture

criterion, an element size less than 1.0×1.0mm2 is recommended. It is evident that the

mesh of this model is to coarse to fulfill this requirement. In addition, the boundary

conditions are not perfectly represented, and the energy balance is off. All these factors

influence the fracture pattern of the plate, which is seen to not be entirely realistic.

Figure 8.12: Fracture process of a 0.8mm steel plate.
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8.8 Forming Limits

Based on theory around the subject of forming limits given in Section 3.4 in Chapter

3, Hopperstad et al. have developed an FLD calculator [88]. By entering certain infor-

mation about the material characteristics, the calculator determines the forming limit

diagram (FLD) and the strain path for the material of interest. Some of the input vari-

ables are the strain ratioβ, the critical strain rate ratioβcr , the strain rate, the hardening

rule, the yield criterion and an inhomogeneity factor.

von Mises

Hershey

Tresca

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.40−0.1−0.2−0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

ε1

ε2

Figure 8.13: Forming limit diagram for the three yield criteria; Von Mises, Tresca and Hershey.

While all the numerical simulations performed in this thesis apply the von Mises yield

criterion, the FLD calculator employs the high-exponent Hershey criterion. The moti-

vation for using another yield criterion is reasoned in a more conservative solution, as

illustrated in Figure 8.13. The Hershey criterion is a generalized isotropic and pressure

independent yield criterion, where the yield surface is located between the Tresca and

von Mises surface. The criterion is expressed as,

f (σ1,σ2,σ3) =
(1

2

(
|σ1 −σ2|m +|σ2 −σ3|m +|σ3 −σ1|m

)) 1
m −σY = 0 (8.2)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the three principal stresses, σY is the stress at yielding, and m

determines the curvature of the yield surface.
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Figure 8.14: Geometric representation of the high-exponent yield criteria for plane stress [52].

Figure 8.14 illustrates the yield surface for different values of the m parameter. While

using m = 2 corresponds to the von Mises criterion, m = 1 is equivalent to the Tresca cri-

terion. It is seen that by increasing the value of m, the equation approaches the Tresca

criterion. For ferrite steels with a body centred cubic (bcc) m = 6, and for aluminium

alloys with a faced centred cubic (fcc) m = 8. Since the numerical model uses the von

Mises yield criterion, a modification of the material card is necessary. Consequently, m

is set to 6 and 8 for steel and aluminium [89], respectively. To increase the accuracy of

the simulation,the element size is reduced to 1×1mm2 .

Numerical simulations are run to observe where the major ε1 and minor ε2 principle

strains are located in the forming limit diagram. The different forming limit diagrams

and strain path plots are depicted in Figures 8.15-8.18. As shown in Table 8.10, simula-

tions are conducted for all the shock tube experiments. The analyses also include the

2.0mm steel plate where the applied blast load is taken from the capacity study of the

steel plates.
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Table 8.10: Major and minor principle strains for the different analyses.

Test ε1 ε2 CPU time
[–] [–] [h:min:s]

S0.8.15 0.0120 0.0117 [01:17:22]**
S0.8-25 0.0162 0.0161 [01:15:05]**
S0.8-35 0.0236 0.0236 [01:01:17]**
S2.0-50 0.1123 0.1122 [01:04:45]**
S2.0-90 0.3152 0.2417 [01:14:47]**

S2.0-1070 0.5850 0.2815 [00:34:55]**
A0.8-5 0.0263 0.0263 [01:36:01]**

A0.8-7.5 0.0335 0.0335 [01:10:10]**
A0.8-10 0.0896 0.0866 [01:10:39]**
A2.0-15 0.0166 0.0166 [01:27:57]**
A2.0-25 0.0274 0.0274 [01:38:16]**
A2.0-35 0.0502 0.0502 [01:29:06]**

When evaluating the FLD for the steel plate with a thickness of 0.8mm, the major and

minor principle strains for the various experiments are positioned in the same area.

The points are located underneath the FLC, hence localized necking is not a problem.

This is in good agreement with the experimental results.
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Figure 8.15: The 0.8mm steel plate.

When choosing the applied pressure of the 2.0mm steel plates, the highest pressure

that leads to fracture is used. In addition, two pressures that only lead to deformation

of the plate are chosen. In accordance with the study in Section 8.7, the FLD illustrates

fracture of the plate subjected to a peak reflected pressure of 10,7 MPa. The FLD also
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correctly indicates that the two smaller pressures do not lead to localized necking.
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Figure 8.16: The 2.0mm steel plate.

As expected, the strain points of the 0.8mm aluminium plate with pressures of 161.5kPa

(A0.8−5) and 187.3kPa (A0.8−7.5), are localized under the FLC. In the shock tube ex-

periment the A0.8−10 plate is completely torn out of the clamping frame. Ideally, this

should be revealed by the FLD with a localization of the point over the forming limit

curve. As seen, the point is mistakenly placed underneath the FLC. This is reasoned in

an imprecise material behaviour of the numerical model. Since fracture does not occur

in the numerical analyses, the major and minor principal strains imply that structural

damage will not occur. This illustrates the importance of using an accurate numerical

model when evaluating a structure based on the forming limit diagram.
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Figure 8.17: The 0.8mm aluminium plate.

The results from the 2.0mm aluminium plate display the same trend as for the thinner

plate. While two of the points are positioned correctly under the curve, the third point is

mistakenly given a characteristic that says fracture is not a problem. This is misleading

since fracture did occur along one of the boundaries.
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Figure 8.18: The 2.0mm aluminium plate.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

The main observations from the previous sections are presented and discussed in this

chapter. This includes findings from the shock tube experiments and the analytical

study, in addition to the results from the numerical analyses.

Shock Tube Experiments

Calibration Tests

The pressure distribution and the repeatability of the shock tube experiments are inves-

tigated in Chapter 5.2. The results display a uniform pressure distribution over the plate

for all the experiments. However, in some of the repeatable tests there are irregularities

in the peak reflected pressure and noise in the recorded pressure-time history. This may

be caused by variations in the firing pressure, and debris from ruptured diaphragms

located in the driven section during the experiments. By evaluating the shape of the

pressure-time histories from the calibration experiments, it is evident that the shock

tube is able to recreate far-field explosion scenarios.
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Component Tests

When studying the plates after being exposed to blast loading, a similar deformation

pattern is identified for the two materials. Figure 9.1 illustrates a typical deformation

pattern of both a steel and aluminium plate. As depicted, the yield lines are more

prominent for the steel plate as the aluminium plate displays a more arced response.

This may be related to the difference in stiffness between the two plates.

(a) S0.8-35. (b) A2.0-25.

Figure 9.1: Deformation of the plates from the shock tube experiments.
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(a) S0.8-35.
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Figure 9.2: Response process over the cross-section for shock tube experiments.
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Figure 9.2 displays the mid-point deflection over the cross-section of the plates illus-

trated in Figure 9.1. Five time steps are shown to illustrate the progression of the de-

flection process. While the first frame shows the response immediately after loading,

the last frame is taken when the plate reaches maximum deflection. The illustrations

display how the yield line initiates from the edge and gradually propagates towards

the center of the plates. For the aluminium plate, the response rapidly converge to a

smooth response. The initial curvature of the aluminium plate and the disturbance of

the two last frames of the steel plate, are caused by noise in the DIC data.

As mentioned in Chapter 5.3.3, two of the aluminium plates experience fracture. While

experiment A2.0− 35 displays a tearing along one of the boundaries, test A0.8− 10 is

completely torn out of the clamping frame. For both of the plates, the fracture is ini-

tiated at the boundary. This may be related to the clamping of the plates to the end

flange. By evaluating the clamping set up, it is observed that sharp edges might influ-

ence the response by provoking damage, especially for the aluminium plates. This is

shown in the metallurgical study in Section 5.4. The sharp edges must be investigated

to make sure that the clamping mechanisms do not interfere with the response of the

plate.

Analytical Calculations

In impact related problems, the underlying mechanisms are often so complex that it is

problematic to establish an exact mathematical model. The different analytical tech-

niques are therefore based on multiple assumptions and simplifications.

As seen in Chapter 6, the empirical model by Nurick and Martin give a poor represen-

tation of the expected mid-point deflection of the plate. This is related to a difference

in loading domains between the shock tube experiments and the experiments used to

obtain the empirical model. The general yield line theory severely underestimates the

collapse load of the plates. By including membrane forces, the result improves leading

to collapse loads that are slightly overestimated. This is in agreement with the yield line

theory providing an upper bound solution.
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The poor approximations of the analytical methods can be related to the character-

ization of the loading. The pressure load is classified as dynamic, making the plate

problem too complex for an analytical approach. By establishing a pressure-impulse

diagram as explained in Section 6.4, it is possible to evaluate if the structure is exposed

to a loading that causes structural damage. Unfortunately, there was not enough time

to develop a P-I diagram for the shock tube experiments in this thesis. It is therefore

suggested that this is a subject for further work.

Numerical Simulations

The numerical model is effective and simple, yet it manages to recreate the response

process of the plates in a good manner. The model generates the same yield lines as

shown in the plates from the experiments, and the maximum response is reasonably

represented for all of the plates tested in this thesis.

In order to achieve such an efficient model, some simplifications have been made. In

the shock tube facility, the plates are clamped to the end flange using bolts and a clamp-

ing frame. This results in boundary conditions that are somewhere between simply

supported and fixed. In the numerical model the boundary conditions are in general

assumed fixed. A complete design of the plate with the bolts and the clamping frame is

possible. However, this is time consuming and more assumptions must be introduced.

Consequently, errors can easily occur when managing such a complex model. Due to

the sufficient results of the numerical analyses, it is both economic and efficient to em-

ploy a simplified model.

When considering flexible structures exposed to blast loadings, fluid-structure interac-

tion (FSI) may be employed. In order to solve a FSI problem efficiently, a fully coupled

Eulerian-Lagrangian analysis can be applied. In this thesis, it has been chosen to omit

the fluid description of the loading. Instead, an explicit approach with a Lagrangian

formulation has been applied in all the simulations. Since the plate problem is rela-

tive simple and with finite deflections, it has been shown that a Lagrangian approach is

sufficient for the applications of this thesis.

Figure 9.3 illustrates the deflection over the cross-section for the simulated steel and
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aluminium plates. The numerical response processes are compared with the experi-

mental results in Figure 9.2. The response pattern for the steel plate are in accordance

with the experimental results. When evaluating the aluminium plate, the numerical re-

sults display prominent yield lines. The experimental data, however, experience a more

smooth response over the entire cross-section of the plate.
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Figure 9.3: Response process over the cross-section for numerical simulations.

By evaluating the numerical simulations with the shock tube experiments, the results

are adequate. While the 0.8mm steel plate provides the most accurate results, the nu-

merical model of the 0.8mm aluminium plate deviates the most from the experimental

data. In the parameter study of the thickness, the result of a 0.85mm aluminium plate

experiences the smallest deviation of only 0.98 %. This may indicate an actual plate

thickness slightly greater than the nominal value. This is counter-intuitive compared

with the observations obtained from the metallurgic study in Section 5.4, which showed

a good correlation between the measured and nominal thickness. It is important to

know that there are several factors affecting the outcome of the numerical simulations.

From the results in Chapter 8, it can be seen that the magnitude of the peak reflected

pressure has a considerable influence on the maximum deflection. This is a natural

outcome as the blast load is characterized in the dynamic domain. The result also re-

veals that a small change of the plate’s thickness can cause significant alterations of the

mid-point deflection. The effect is greater for the thinner plates. This is reasonable

since both thicknesses are subjected to the same alteration in mm. Hence, the thinnest

plates are changed with a higher percentage of its initial thickness.
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In Section 8.8, forming limit diagrams are constructed. Even though such diagrams are

developed to discover potential structural damage, the FLDs calculated in this study

were not able to capture the effects of the fractured aluminium plates. The diagrams

indicate that the capacity of the plates are sufficient, and that local necking or fracture

will not occur. This provides non-conservative results of the plate response for these

simulations.

Since two of the aluminium plates experience failure, it is interesting to evaluate if the

numerical model is able to detect this behaviour. In the simulations performed in this

thesis, the Crockcroft Latham failure criterion is employed. According to this criterion,

an element size of 1×1mm2 provides a more realistic material behaviour than by using

a coarser mesh. Figure 9.4 illustrates the fracture pattern of two analyses with element

sizes of 7.5×7.5mm2 and 1.0×1.0mm2. While the simulation with a coarse mesh experi-

ences fracture in the middle of the plate, the refined model experiences a more complex

fracture response. The latter fracture pattern is compared with the high-speed images

from Chapter 5. The plates subjected to the blast load in the shock tube, experience

tearing along the boundaries before the entire plate is torn out of the clamping frame.

In the numerical model, a distinct fracture is displayed in the middle of the plates si-

multaneously as they rupture along the boundaries. Consequently, there are some dif-

ferences between the response of the numerical model and the experimental results.

However, the main objective of this thesis has been to compare the mid-point deflec-

tions. Since these deflections are relatively small, fracture has not been investigated in

detail. It is therefore proposed that this is a subject for further work.

Figure 9.4: Fracture patterns of FE models with element sizes of 7.5×7.5mm2 and 1.0×1.0mm2.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, experiments and numerical simulations have been conducted in order to

investigate the response of steel and aluminium plates exposed to blast loading. The

experiments were performed in the new shock tube facility at SIMLab at NTNU. One of

the intentions with this thesis was to verify the pressure distribution on the test objects

in the shock tube. In addition, the component experiments were recreated numerically.

Subsequently, the numerical model was studied and compared with the experimental

results.

After conducting the experimental and numerical research of this thesis, the following

conclusions have been drawn,

• The shock tube facility at SIMLab has proven to be an effective laboratory instru-

ment, that provides reliable results without significant costs.

• Analytical solutions of the plate problem did not provide sufficient results due to

the complexity of the dynamic blast loading.

• By introducing a simple numerical model, the finite element program Abaqus

CAE managed to recreate the blast problem efficiently and with adequate accu-

racy. Consequently, a complex FSI model has proven to be redundant for the

analyses performed in this thesis.
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• By performing parameter studies, the peak reflected pressure and the assigned

thickness of the plate were found to affected the maximum mid-point deflection

the most.

• Due to relatively small strains in the component experiments, a direct modelling

approach proved to give sufficient results of the numerical analyses.
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Further Work

Due to limited time when writing this thesis, it was not possible to conduct all the re-

search initially intended. There were several aspects related to the experimental work

and the numerical simulations that would be interesting to investigate further. The fol-

lowing studies can therefore be subject for further work,

• Conducting experimental research on the 2.0mm steel plates. Applying the differ-

ent loadings given in the parameter study and see if the deformation corresponds

to the numerical results.

• Performing several experiments with the same driver pressure in order to validate

the reliability of the shock tube facility.

• Implementing the blast load in Abaqus CAE by applying the Conventional Weapons

Effects Program (ConWep) developed by the U.S Defence.

• Investigating the boundary conditions and study the effects of the numerical re-

sults.

• Establishing a pressure-impulse diagram through numerical analyses.

• Conducting the numerical research by employing other finite element programs,

such as IMPETUS and LS-DYNA. Comparing the numerical results obtained from

Abaqus CAE with the other programs.
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Appendix A

Theory (Ch. 3)

This appendix includes essential theory that is not directly discussed in this thesis.

A.1 Numerical Integration

The various numerical integration methods can be divided into explicit and implicit

algorithms. In practical application, the main differences are related to stability and

economy. It is possible to choose between an explicit method with low cost per time

step but with many steps required, and an implicit method with higher cost per time

step but fewer steps required [90]. The explicit algorithm is considered to be the best

choice when simulating the blast scenario in Abaqus CAE.

A.1.1 Explicit Direct Integration

The explicit methods are conditionally stable and the numerical solution will blow up if

the critical time step is exceeded. These methods are designed to efficiently solve large-

scale, short-duration problems in nonlinear structural dynamics, e.g. strong shocks

generated by explosives [91]. An advantage of the explicit algorithm is that the coeffi-

cient matrix of Dn+1 is diagonalized leading to a low computational cost [92].
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A.1.2 Classical Central Difference

The expressions for velocity and acceleration are obtained by preforming Taylor series

expansions of Dn+1 and Dn−1 and combining the equations. All the terms that contain

∆t higher than second order are discarded, subsequently D has second order accuracy

[90].

Ḋn = 1

2∆t

(
Dn+1 −Dn−1

)
(A.1)

D̈n = 1

∆t 2

(
Dn+1 −2Dn +Dn−1

)
(A.2)

The two equations are substituted into the equilibrium equation for a non-linear multi

degree of freedom system,

MD̈n +C Ḋn +R i nt
n = Rext

n (A.3)

The expression for the displacement are obtained,

Dn+1 =
[
K e f f ]−1Re f f

n (A.4)

where,

K e f f =
[ 1

∆t 2 M + 1

2∆t
C

]
(A.5)

Re f f = Rext
n −R i nt

n + 2

∆t 2 MDn −
[ 1

∆t 2 M − 1

2∆t
C

]
Dn−1 (A.6)

Note that if linear conditions prevail, R i nt
n = K Dn .

By studying Equation (A.5), we do certain observations. Unless the mass M and damp-

ing C matrices are diagonal, it is necessary to establish and factorize the effective stiff-

ness K e f f in order to obtain displacements Dn+1. If lumped mass matrices are em-

ployed, and the damping is either zero or corresponds to mass-proportional damping

C =αM , the displacements Dn+1 may be computed efficiently. Since mass-proportional
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Rayleigh damping damps lower modes mainly, the dynamic response will contain high-

frequency numerical noise which is undesirable. To damp out the higher-frequency

noise, it may be desirable to include stiffness-proportional damping C =βK . This leads

to a non-diagonal effective stiffness matrix and the solution of an equation system is

required. Since it is necessary to solve an equation system for each time step, the com-

putational cost increases [92].

A.1.3 Half-Step Central Difference

The half-step method is the preferred form of the central difference. It is established by

lagging the velocity half a time step [90],

Ḋn− 1
2
= 1

∆t

[
Dn −Dn−1

]
(A.7) Ḋn+ 1

2
= 1

∆t

[
Dn+1 −Dn

]
(A.8)

The acceleration is calculated by the expression below,

D̈n = 1

∆t

[
Ḋn+ 1

2
− Ḋn− 1

2

]
= 1

∆t 2

[
Dn+1 −2Dn +Dn−1

]
(A.9)

The equation of motion is rewritten with the velocity lagging half a time step. Equation

(A.3) becomes,

MD̈n +C Ḋ1− 1
2
+R i nt

n = Rext
n (A.10)

Repeating the same procedure as for the conventional central difference, we get the

expressions for the effective stiffness K e f f and force Re f f ,

K e f f = 1

∆t 2 M (A.11)

Re f f = Rext
n −R i nt

n + 1

∆t 2 M
[

Dn +∆tḊn− 1
2

]
−C Ḋn− 1

2
(A.12)

Since the effective stiffness does not contain any terms dependent of the stiffness K , the

half-step central difference has a reduced cost per time step. However, by introducing
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lagging of the velocity the accuracy decreases from second to first order.

A.1.4 Stability of Explicit Direct Integration

Explicit integration methods are conditionally stable, which means that the solution is

bounded only when the time increment ∆t is less than the stable time increment ∆tcr .

If∆t >∆tcr , the solution is no longer stable. For linear problems, oscillations will occur

in the response history and the solution grows without limits. Numerical instability

in nonlinear problems are harder to detect because the solution may seem reasonable

despite being in error by 10-100 %. To warn of possible numerical instability, an energy

balance check should be performed on nonlinear problems.

In general form, the stability criterion is dependent on the damping ratio ξi ,

∆tcr ≤ mi n
[ 2

wi

(√
1−ξ2

i −ξi

)]
(A.13)

Where i is the mode number and ξi the damping ratio in that mode. If the damping is

small for all modes, the limit is determined from the highest natural frequency.

If there is no damping in the material, the expression abbreviates to,

∆tcr ≤ 2

ωmax
(A.14)

where ωmax is the maximum frequency.

For a linear, elastic material, the stable time increment can be computed from the di-

latational wave speed cd ,

∆tcr = Le

cd
(A.15) cd =

√
E

ρ
(A.16)

where Le is the characteristic length of the smallest element in the finite element model,

E is Young’s Modulus and ρ is the material density.

In addition to the mathematical descriptions above, there is also a physical interpre-

tation of the critical time step. ∆t must be small enough so that information does not
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propagate more than the distance between adjacent nodes during a single time step

[92].

Note that stability and accuracy is not the same. It is possible to choose a time step that

will produce a stable, but inaccurate solution. The accuracy of the solution depends on

the employed time step. It is observed that choosing a time increment that is slightly

smaller than ∆tcr provides excellent accuracy [90].
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A.2 Finite Element Formulations

There are three different finite element formulations, the Lagrangian, the Eulerian and

the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation. They are based on the same set

of conservation laws. These equations must always be satisfied by physical systems.

Considering thermodynamics, the following conservation laws apply,

i. Conservation of mass

ii. Conservation of linear momentum

iii. Conservation of angular momentum

iv. Conservation of energy

Since it is only the Lagrangian formulation that will be applied in this thesis, the reader

is referred to the literature [93] for information about the other formulations. As seen

in the Section A.2.2, the conservations laws are usually expressed as partial differential

equations. The theory and kinematic relations in the following sections are taken from

[93] unless stated otherwise.

A.2.1 Preliminary Kinematics

In continuum mechanics it is important to separate between different configurations.

The initial or undeformed configurationΩ0, is the domain of a body in the initial state.

However, using the term undeformed configuration is an idealization since undeformed

objects rarely exist in reality. When describing the motion and deformation of a body,

the reference configuration is applied. Unless otherwise is specified, the initial con-

figuration is used as the reference configuration. To describe the deformed body, the

domain of the current configuration Ω is utilized. The boundaries of the domains of

the initial and current configuration are denoted Γ0 and Γ, respectively.

Equation A.17 shows how the material and spatial coordinates relates through the mo-

tion of the material points by the application φ. The function φ(X , t ) represents a map-

ping of the reference configuration into the current configuration at time t .
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φ(X , t ) = (x , t ) (A.17)

The difference between the current and original position gives the displacement of a

material point. This is written as follows,

u(X , t ) =φ(X , t )−X (A.18)

y,Y

x,X

Ω0

Ω

Γ

Γ

φ(X, t)

u

x
X

Figure A.1: InitialΩ0 and currentΩ configuration[93].

The velocity v(X , t ) is defined as the rate of change of the position vector for a material

point. The velocity can be expressed as material time derivatives, meaning the time

derivative with the X held constant,

v (X , t ) = ∂φ(X , t )

∂t
= ∂u(X , t )

∂t
≡ u̇ (A.19)

The acceleration is the time derivative of the velocity, representing the rate of change of

velocity of a material point,

a(X , t ) = ∂v (X , t )

∂t
= ∂u2(X , t )

∂t 2 ≡ v̇ (A.20)
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To describe the deformation and the measure of strain, a deformation gradient is nec-

essary. It is defined by,

Fi j = ∂φi

∂X j
≡ ∂xi

∂X j
or F ≡ ∂φ

∂X
≡ (50φ)T (A.21)

where F is the Jacobian matrix of the motion φ(X , t ) and 50 is the left gradient with

respect to the material coordinates.

The Lagrangian formulation can be used when describing the deformation and response

of a continuum. The approach is explained in the next section.
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A.2.2 Lagrangian Formulation

The Lagrangian approach is based on a material description. From a computation

viewpoint, the grid follows the motion of the continuum. This leads to grid nodes that

are constantly connected to the same material points. Figure A.2 illustrates how the

Lagrangian meshes deforms with the material.

Y

X

Y

X

φ(X, t)

Nodes

Material points

Mesh grid

Figure A.2: The Lagrangian formulation[93].

The Lagrangian approach is preferable for solid and structural mechanic problems.

This is reasoned in how Lagrangian meshed handles complicated boundaries. Another

advantage is that history-dependent materials can be treated accurately due to the abil-

ity of Lagrangian meshes to follow material points. One drawback with this approach

is that since the material points remain coincident with the mesh points, the elements

will deform with the material. This entails a severely distorted Lagrangian mesh. Since

the element accuracy is related to the level of distortion, the magnitude of deformation

that can be simulated with a Lagrangian mesh is limited.

There are three different Lagrangian formulations,

• Total Lagrangian (TL)

• Updated Lagrangian (UL)

• Co-Rotational (CR)

In the TL and UL formulation, the strain and stress measures are referred to the initial

and deformed configuration. In the CR formulation, a local reference frame is attached

to each element and translates and rotates with the element as a rigid body. The rest of
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the derivations in this section will be based on the Total Lagrangian formulation.

In the Lagrangian formulation the independent variables are the material coordinates

Xi and the time t , while the dependent variables are the initial density ρ0, the displace-

ment u(X , t ) and the Lagrangian measures of stress and strain. The conservation equa-

tions for this approach are,

Mass conservation

ρ(X , t )J (X , t ) = ρ0(X ) or ρJ = ρ0 (A.22)

Linear momentum conservation

ρ0
∂v (X , t )

∂t
=50P +ρ0b or ρ0

∂vi (X , t )

∂t
= ∂Pi j

∂X j
+ρ0bi (A.23)

Angular momentum conservation

F P === P T F T , Fi j Pk j = P T
i k F T

k j = F j k Pki , S === ST (A.24)

Energy conservation

ρ0ẇ i nt = ρ0
∂w i nt (X , t )

∂t
= Ḟ T : P −50q̃ +ρ0s (A.25)

where,
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ρ is the current density

ρ0 is the initial density

s is the specific heat term

w is the hyperelastic potential on reference configurations

J is determinant if Jacobian between spatial and material coordinates, J = det [∂xi /∂X j ]

P is the nominal stress tensor

b is the body force vector

F is the deformation gradient, Fi j = ∂xi /∂X j

S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor

q is the collection of internal variables in the constitutive model
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Material Information (Ch. 4)

B.1 Material cards from the supplier
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Figure B.1: Material card of steel 0.8mm.
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Kontrollintyg 3.1
   EN 10 204 - 3.1

A02 Utfärdande avdelning A05

   Kvalitetsavdelningen
Köparens ordernr A07

   4027535
Vårt ordernr
   823891-2

A08 Fakturanr
   2640048

A19 Intygnr och datum
   15184962 2014-12-16

A03

Köpare A11

 70086
E.A. SMITH AS   
POSTBOKS 9410 SLUPPEN
NO-7493 TRONDHEIM
NORGE

Produkt B01

 Kallv konti glödg format
Märkning B06

 Tillverkare, MATERIALID
Standard  B02

 

Stålsort DOCOL 600 DL A M

Antal B08

 1
Dimensioner [mm] B09-B11

 T 2 B 1250   L 2000
Vikt [kg] B12

 155
Lev. tillst. B04

 
Referens nummer B16

 

Intygmottagare A06
 E.A. SMITH AS POSTBOKS 9410 SLUPPEN NO-7493 TRONDHEIM 
NORGE  

Kundens märke B15

  

MATERIALID B07

29-2993-16626411

Kemisk sammansättning C71-C92 Carbon equivalent etc C93-C99

Charge
29-2993

C
,103

Si
,31

Mn
1,51

P
,010

S
,001

Cr
,02

Ni
,03

Mo
,00

V
,01

Ti
,00

Cu
,01

Al
,045

Nb
,000

B
,0003

N
,003

Cekv
,36

Cekv = C + Mn/6 + (Ni + Cu)/15 + (Cr + Mo + V)/5

C04

Provtyp
C00

Verkskod
C01

Provstav 
position

C02

Riktning
B05

Behand-
ling

C10

Provstav typ
C03

Temp [gr C]
Provresultat

Dragprov BJC395 Topp Tvärs Leverans- 
tillstånd

Platt 250x20 C11
Rp0.2 [MPa]

334

C12
Rm [MPa]

664

C13
A80 [%]

23,5

Produktionstid: 2014-10-23

Härmed intygas att ovannämnt material  
uppfyller orderns fordringar.

Z02 Intyget är framställt elektroniskt och 
giltigt utan signering

Material Testing/ L Smedh/ M 
Eriksson/ L Söderqvist

Z01 A22  A04

www.docol.com

Sida  1  (1)

SSAB EMEA AB, SE-781 84  BORLÄNGE, Sweden
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Figure B.2: Material card of steel 2.0mm.
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Figure B.3: Material card of aluminium 0.8mm.
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Figure B.4: Material card of aluminium 2.0mm.
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B.2 Data from the Tension Test

B.2.1 Initial Measurements of the Dog-Bone Specimen

Table B.1: Geometry of Docol 600 DL steel.

Test Rolling Direction Thickness [mm] Width [mm] Exstensometer
S08-01 0° 0.80 12.55 Yes
S08-02 0° 0.82 12.58 -
S08-03 0° 0.82 12.62 -
S08-04 45° 0.83 12.76 Yes
S08-05 45° 0.84 12.88 -
S08-06 45° 0.85 12.76 -
S08-07 90° 0.82 12.74 Yes
S08-08 90° 0.83 12.65 -
S08-09 90° 0.83 12.60 -

S20-01 0° 2.00 12.68 Yes
S20-02 0° 2.00 12.66 -
S20-03 0° 1.98 12.59 -
S20-04 45° 1.95 12.63 Yes
S20-05 45° 2.00 12.72 -
S20-06 45° 1.95 12.69 -
S20-07 90° 1.95 12.97 Yes
S20-08 90° 2.00 12.72 -
S20-09 90° 1.98 13.00 -

Table B.2: Geometry of aluminium alloy EN AW-1050A-H14.

Test Rolling Direction Thickness [mm] Width [mm] Exstensometer
A08-01 0° 0.79 12.50 Yes
A08-02 0° 0.77 12.43 -
A08-03 0° 0.75 12.45 -
A08-04 45° 0.76 12.46 Yes
A08-05 45° 0.74 12.47 -
A08-06 45° 0.77 12.48 -
A08-07 90° 0.74 12.50 Yes
A08-08 90° 0.74 12.52 -
A08-09 90° 0.75 12.48 -

A20-01 0° 1.98 12.54 -
A20-02 0° 2.02 12.56 Yes
A20-03 0° 2.00 12.62 -
A20-04 45° 1.98 12.55 Yes
A20-05 45° 2.00 12.54 -
A20-06 45° 2.00 12.55 -
A20-07 90° 2.01 12.52 Yes
A20-08 90° 2.02 12.54 -
A20-09 90° 2.00 12.49 -
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B.2.2 Verification of 2D-DIC
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Figure B.5: Verification of the steel plates.
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Figure B.6: Verification of the aluminium plates.
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B.2.3 Calibration of the Tension Test
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Figure B.7: Correction of the steel plates.
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Figure B.8: Correction of the aluminium plates.
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Figure B.9: Calibration of yield strength for a steel specimen.

B.2.4 Parameters for the isotropic hardening models

Table B.3: Docol 600 DL steel.

Test Voce rule Power law
A [MPa] Q1 [MPa] Q2 [MPa] C1 C2 A [MPa] K [MPa] n

S08-02 334.5 117.1 379.7 84.9 11.4 277.5 989.3 0.4
S08-04 185.0 223.1 385.2 973.6 16.3 183.2 970.7 0.3
S08-08 1.6e-06 380.3 411.4 16.2 1647.0 1.3 1072.0 0.2

S20-03 355.6 345.0 135.0 11.8 85.8 296.8 942.6 0.3
S20-06 379.7 116.2 339.8 99.0 13.5 324.9 946.5 0.4
S20-09 306.6 354.5 128.7 18.3 602.8 283.3 899.8 0.3

Table B.4: Aluminium alloy EN AW-1050-H14.

Test Voce rule Power law
A [MPa] Q1 [MPa] Q2 [MPa] C1 C2 A [MPa] K [MPa] n

A08-02 97.6 13.2 10.6 1458.0 185.9 95.2 57.9 0.2
A08-04 110.9 8.4 10.6 143.1 1000.0 107.3 62.7 0.2
A08-09 5.8 107.4 18.6 6000.0 402.2 50.0 137.7 0.1

A20-03 86.8 8.5 16.5 103.3 993.6 83.6 58.7 0.2
A20-04 90.2 16.2 9.5 1689.0 275.9 86.7 74.9 0.2
A20-09 87.3 9.5 20.8 261.1 2000.0 81.1 74.1 0.2
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Experimental Data (Ch.5)

C.1 Membrane Capacity

The membrane capacity for the polyester Melinex is tested by SIMLab, and the various

combinations and tolerance levels are shown below.

Table C.1: Pressure tolerance of the diaphragms.

Test nr. 1 2 3 4 5 Composition

Thickness [mm] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] of membranes

0.125 156.2 158.3 160.5 158.7 160.5 1×0.125
0.190 213.6 210.0 209.4 207.2 207.8 1×0.190
0.250 301.0 293.6 296.9 290.5 292.1 1×0.250
0.250 314.3 303.0 315.0 303.7 311.6 2×0.125
0.315 364.0 363.8 362.3 363.9 364.1 0.125+0.190
0.380 411.6 413.2 411.7 411.0 411.7 2×0.190
0.440 492.0 499.9 504.6 498.4 495.6 0.190+0.250
0.500 439.7 431.5 434.3 428.2 434.3 1×0.500
0.500 606.7 589.9 591.4 585.0 593.3 2×0.250
0.690 648.5 654.6 652.5 638.1 669.6 0.190+0.500
0.750 719.3 705.6 720.5 720.8 717.8 0.250+0.500
0.100 888.0 862.5 866.7 861.5 863.7 2×0.500
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C.2 Calibration of the pressure in the Shock Tube

Table C.2: Membrane combinations for different driver pressures.

Driver pressure Membrane thickness # chambers # repetitions
[kPa] [mm]

500 0.25+0.25 2 3
1000 (0.25x2)+(0.25x2) 2 3
1500 (0.25+0.25) +(0.25+0.25) + (0.25+0.25) 3 3
2000 (0.25+0.5) + (0.25+0.5)+(0.25+0.5) 3 3
2500 (0.5x2) + (0.5x2) + (0.5x2) 3 3
3500 2x(0.25+0.5) + 2x(0.25+0.5) + 2x(0.25+0.5) 3 1
4000 2x(0.25+0.5) + 2x(0.25+0.5) + 2x(0.25+0.5) 3 1
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C.2.1 Pressure Distribution on the Rigid Plate

(a) Intended driver pressure of 500 kPa (b) Intended driver pressure of 1000 kPa

(c) Intended driver pressure of 1500 kPa (d) Intended driver pressure of 2000 kPa
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(e) Intended driver pressure of 2500 kPa (f) Intended driver pressure of 3500 subfigure

(g) Intended driver pressure of 4000 kPa

Figure C.1: Pressure distribution on the plate.
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C.3 Component Experiments

Table C.3: Experiments performed on the steel plates.

Test Composition of membranes
# [mm]

S0.8-15 (0.25+0.25)x3
S0.8-25 (0.50+0.50)x3
S0.8-35 ((0.25+0.50)x2)x3

Table C.4: Experiments performed on the aluminium plates.

Test Composition of membranes
# [mm]

A0.8-5 0.25+0.25
A0.8-7.5 (0.25x2)+(0.25x2)
A0.8-10 (0.25+0.25)x3
A2.0-15 (0.25+0.25)x3
A2.0-25 (0.50+0.50)x3
A2.0-35 ((0.25+0.50)x2)x3
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C.3.1 Pressure distribution on the plates

The pressure is extrapolated back in time using the Friedlander equation. The dashed,

red line shows where the blast wave encounters the plate. Note that for 0.8mm alu-

minium there is only two graphs. Since the plate in the experiment A0.8−10 fractured,

the Friedlander curve was not plotted.
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(a) S0.8-15.
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(b) S0.8-25.
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(c) S0.8-35.

Figure C.2: The 0.8mm steel plates.
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(a) A0.8-5.
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(b) A0.8-7.5.

Figure C.3: The 0.8mm aluminium plates.
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(a) A2.0-15.
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(b) A2.0-25.
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(c) A2.0-35.

Figure C.4: The 2.0mm aluminium plates.
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C.3.2 Deformed plates

(a) S0.8-15.

(b) S0.8-25.

(c) S0.8-35.

Figure C.5: Deformed 0.8mm steel plates.
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(a) A0.8-5.

(b) A0.8-7.5.

(c) A0.8-10

Figure C.6: Deformed 0.8mm aluminium plates.
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(a) A2.0-15.

(b) A2.0-25.

(c) A2.0-35.

Figure C.7: Deformed 2.0mm aluminium plate
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C.3.3 Matlab script

Matlab script to obtain 3D-plots of the DIC results.

%Script for generating 3D-plots of DIC data

clear

close all

clc

%input picture number

foi = [2 43 49 52 57 61 67 70 73 78 82 106 109 114 119]; %A20-05-01

numb = 5;

id = foi(numb);

%minClim specifies the data value that maps to the first colour into the

%colourmap and maxClim specifies the data value that maps to the last colour

%in the colourmap.

minClim = 0;

maxClim = 25; %A20-05-01

eyecam = [0 600, 5]; %A20-05-01, numb = 1-13

cat = ’C:/Tess/A20-05-01/dic25/’;

pre = ’c1_test’;

name = ’’;

if(id < 10)

name = [’000’ num2str(id)];

elseif(id < 100)

name = [’00’ num2str(id)];

elseif(id < 1000)

name = [’0’ num2str(id)];

elseif(id < 10000)

name = [num2str(id)];

end

if(~strcmp(cat(length(cat)-1),’/’)) cat = [cat ’/’]; end

fpath = [cat pre name ’.eco’];
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dicmesh = ReadMeshBinary(fpath);

dicmesh = RigidBodyTransform(dicmesh, -0.28, -3.20, 0, 0, 0, -12.55); %%A20-05-01

corrX = 143; %A20-05-01

corrY = 163; %A20-05-01

dicmesh.nlocX(:,1) = dicmesh.nlocX(:,1) + corrX;

dicmesh.nlocX(:,2) = dicmesh.nlocX(:,2) + corrY;

if(~isempty(dicmesh.nlocX))

[elmGrid, nodeGrid] = Mesh2ElementQ4Grid(dicmesh);

ndX = dicmesh.nlocX + dicmesh.ndefX;

X = zeros(size(nodeGrid)); Y = X; Z = X; dZ = X;

for i = 1:length(nodeGrid(:,1))

for j=1:length(nodeGrid(1,:))

X(i,j) = ndX(nodeGrid(i,j), 1);

Y(i,j) = ndX(nodeGrid(i,j), 2);

Z(i,j) = ndX(nodeGrid(i,j), 3);

dZ(i,j) = dicmesh.ndefX(nodeGrid(i,j), 3);

end

end

%2D-plot: Distribution of the displacement over the cross-section

xtl = [150 150];

ytl = [-1000 1000];

hFig = figure(2);

set(hFig, ’units’,’normalized’, ’Position’, [0.4 0.1 0.6 0.7])

hand = plot(X(14,:), -Z(14,:),’k’);

set(hand,’LineWidth’,1.5);

hold on

hand3 = plot(xtl,ytl,’k--’);

set(hand3,’LineWidth’,1);

set(gca,’XTick’,0:50:300,’YTick’,0:4:32,’FontSize’,f3); %A20-05-01

axis([0 300 0 32]) %frame id: [21 25 35 40 49]; %A20-05-01
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xlabel(’x [mm]’,’FontName’,’Arial’,’fontsize’,f3,’color’,’k’);

ylabel(’Displacement [mm]’,’FontName’,’Arial’,’fontsize’,f3,’color’,’k’)

%3D-plot of the plate

hFig4 = figure(4);

set(hFig4, ’units’,’normalized’, ’Position’, [0.005 0.04 0.5 0.85])

surf(X,Y,-Z,-dZ);

camlight left;

lighting phong

colormap gray

material dull

shading interp

axis([0 300 0 300 -60 30])

set(gca,’CLim’,[minClim maxClim])

cb = colorbar(’Location’,’NorthOutside’,’FontSize’,f3);

axpos=get(gca,’position’);

cpos=get(cb,’Position’);

cpos(4)=2*cpos(4); %Height colorbar

cpos(2)=0.98*cpos(2); %Vertical position colorbar

set(cb,’Position’,cpos)

set(gca,’position’,axpos)

h = camlight;

set(h,’Position’,eyecam)

scale = 20;

iLen = length(X(:,1))*scale;

jLen = length(X(1,:))*scale;

Xi = zeros(iLen,jLen);

Yi = zeros(iLen,jLen);

for i= 1:iLen,

for j= 1:jLen,

Xi(i,j) = j / scale;

Yi(i,j) = i / scale;

end

end
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ZZ = interp2(Z,Xi,Yi);

XX = interp2(X,Xi,Yi);

YY = interp2(Y,Xi,Yi);

dZZ = interp2(dZ,Xi,Yi);

mini = 1;

for i = 1:length(ZZ(:,1))

if(length(find(isnan(ZZ(i,:)))) < length(ZZ(i,:)))

mini = i;

break;

end

end

minj = 1;

for i = 1:length(ZZ(1,:))

if(length(find(isnan(ZZ(:,i)))) < length(ZZ(:,1)))

minj = i;

break;

end

end

XX = XX(mini:length(XX(:,1)), minj:length(XX(1,:)));

YY = YY(mini:length(YY(:,1)), minj:length(YY(1,:)));

ZZ = ZZ(mini:length(ZZ(:,1)), minj:length(ZZ(1,:)));

dZZ = dZZ(mini:length(dZZ(:,1)), minj:length(dZZ(1,:)));

%Generate colour picture that displays displacement

min_x = min(min(XX));

min_y = min(min(YY));

max_x = max(max(XX));

max_y = max(max(YY));

% The image data you want to show as a plane.

planeimg = -ZZ;

% Desired z position of the image plane.

imgzposition = -60;

minplaneimg = minClim; % Specified minimum.

maxplaneimg = maxClim; % Specified maximum.
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scaledimg = (floor(((planeimg - minplaneimg) ./ ...

maxplaneimg - minplaneimg)) * 255)); % perform scaling

% Convert the image to a true colour image with the jet colourmap.

colorimg = ind2rgb(scaledimg,jet(256));

%Instead of showing planeimg, we show colorimg

hold on;

% plot the image plane using surf.

surf([min_x max_x],[min_y max_y],repmat(imgzposition, [2 2]),...

colorimg,’facecolor’,’texture’);

view(-45,30);

%view(-45,20);

set(gca,’XTick’,0:75:300,’YTick’,0:75:300,’ZTick’,-30:30:30,...

’FontSize’,f3); %S15

set(gcf,’Color’,’white’)

grid off

xlabel(’x [mm]’,’FontSize’,f3);

ylabel(’y [mm]’,’FontSize’,f3);

zlabel(’Displacement [mm]’,’FontSize’,f3);

colormap(jet(256));

cbfreeze(cb);

colormap(gray);

set(gca,’CLim’,[minClim2 maxClim2])
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Appendix D

Numerical Simulation (Ch. 7)

D.1 Material cards implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit

D.1.1 Direct modeling

Steel Plates

************************************************************************

** Steel 0.8 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_ST_08

*Density

7800,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=32

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 210e9, 0.3,334.5e6, 0.1,9944.1e6, 117.1e6, 4313.3e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, DINIT, DCRIT

379.7e6, 0, 0, 0, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0, 1e12

** WC, PHI, GAMMA

1.0e6, 1.0, 1.0
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************************************************************************

** Steel 2.0 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_ST_2

*Density

7800,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=32

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 210e9, 0.3,355.6e6, 0.1,4067.5e6, 345e6, 11588e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, DINIT, DCRIT

135e6, 0, 0, 0, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0, 1e12

** WC, PHI, GAMMA

1.0e6, 1.0, 1.0
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Aluminium Plates

************************************************************************

** Aluminium 0.8 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_AL_08

*Density

2710,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=32

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 71000e6, 0.3,97.58e6, 0.1, 19201e6, 13.17e6, 1976.1e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOT, DINIT, DCRIT

10.63e6, 0, 0, 0, 0.014, 0.0005, 0.0, 1e12

** WC, PHI, GAMMA,

1.0e6, 1.0, 1.0

************************************************************************

** Aluminium 2.0 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_AL_2

*Density

2710,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=32

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 71000e6, 0.3,86.82e6, 0.1, 879.0e6, 8.51e6,16414.2e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PS, DINIT, DCRIT

16.52e6, 0, 0, 0, 0.014, 5e-4, 0.0, 1e12

** WC, PHI, GAMMA

1.0e6, 1.0, 1.0
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D.1.2 Inverse modeling

Steel Plates

************************************************************************

** Steel 0.8 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_ST_08

*Density

7800,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=40

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 12, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 210e9, 0.3, 330e6, 0.1,2.886e10, 27.45e6, 7083e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, TI, T0

164.6e6, 2330e6, 392e6, 0, 0.005, 0.0001, 293, 293

** TM, RHO, CT, BETATQ, MS, DINIT, DCRIT, WC

1800, 7800, 452, 0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 815e6

** PHI, GAMMA

1.0, 1.0

************************************************************************

** Steel 2.0 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_ST_2

*Density

7800,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=40

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 12, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 210e9, 0.3, 330e6, 0.1,6.141e10, 43.89e6, 8616e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, TI, TO

179.4e6, 2250e6, 352e6, 0, 0.005, 0.0001, 293, 293

** TM, RHO, CT, BETATQ, MS, DINIT, DCRIT, WC

1800, 7800, 425, 0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 880e6

** PHI, GAMMA

1.0, 1.0
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Aluminium Plates

************************************************************************

** Aluminium 0.8 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_AL_08

*Density

2710,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=40

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 12, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 71000e6, 0.3, 100e6, 0.1, 1.535e4, 8.59e6, 3051e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, TI, T0

10.71e6, 80e6, 4e6, 0, 0.010, 5e-4, 293, 293

** TM, RHO, CT, BETATQ, MS, DINIT, DCRIT, WC

918, 2710, 899, 0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 120e6

** PHI, GAMMA

1.0, 1.0

************************************************************************

** Aluminium 2.0 mm

************************************************************************

*Material, name=SMM_AL_2

*Density

2710,

*INCLUDE,INPUT=./DEPVAR_SMM.inc

*USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=40

** EFLAG, YFLAG, RMAPFLAG, HFLAG, VFLAG, TFLAG, DFLAG, SFFLAG

1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 12, 1, 0

** STFLAG, E, NU, SIGMA0, KSI, THETAR1, QR1, THETAR2

0, 71000e6, 0.3, 95e6, 0.1, 7452e6, 5.507e6, 2078e6

** QR2, THETAR3, QR3,dRdpmin, CS, PDOTS, TI, T0

8.243e6, 80e6, 17.5e6, 0, 0.010, 5e-4, 293, 293

** TM, RHO, CT, BETATQ, MS, DINIT, DCRIT, WC

918, 2710, 899, 0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 200e6

** PHI, GAMMA

1.0, 1.0
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